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Report ToThe Congress
OF THE UNITEDSTATES

Measurement Of Homeownership Costs
In The Consumer Price Index
Should Be Changed
The consumer
priceindex
is widely
used to adjust
wages and Federal
transfer
payments
in response
to price
level changes.
It also indicates
the success
of economic policy
in maintaining
price
stability.
Many
people
have
charged
that
this
index
is not appropriate
for
these
uses
because
of conceptual
shortcomings
in
measuring
homeownership
costs.
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GAO
examines
present
and alternative
measures
of
homeownership
costs,
the largest
component
of the
consumer
price
index.
The present
method
measures
changes
in the cost of purchasing,
financing,
and maintaining
houses.
Alternatives
that
measure
changes
in
the
monthly
cost
of consuming
the
services
these
houses
provide
(e. g., interest,
taxes,
insurance,
maintenance)
more
accurately
measure
average
changes
in
housing
costs for all homeowners.
GAO

recommends
--Bureau
measure
services
component

that
of
of
for

the
Labor
Statistics
substitute
a
the cost
of consuming
housing
the
existing
homeownership
of the consumer
price
index
and

--Congress
provide
this modification.

the

funds

necessary

for
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To

the Prarident
of the Senate and the
of the House of Representatives

Speaker

This report
evaluates
alternative
methods of measuring
changes in homeownership costs in the consumer price index and
recommends that the Bureau of Labor Statistics
modify that inWe have undertaken this review because of widespread condex.
cern that the consumer price index does not accurately
measure
These
the rate of price change for some of its important
uses.
uses include adjusting
wages and Federal transfer
payments in
response to price changes and forming and evaluating
public
policy.

Copies of this report are being sent to the Secretary
of
Labor, the Commissioner for the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the Director,
Office
of Management and Budget, and the Chairmen
of the relevant
committees and subcommittees
of the United
States Senate and the House of Representatives.

of the United

States

MEASUREMENT
OF HOMEOV#NERSHIP
COSTS IN THE CONSUMERPRICE
INDEX SHOULD BE CHANGED

COMFTROLLERGENERAL'S
REPORTTO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST
-----membersbf
the Congress,
Many economists,
and others have questioned
whether the
consumer price index (CPI) as presently
constructed
by the Department of Labor's
Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) is an
appropriate
measure of the rate of price
change for the uses to which it is put.
they have charged that the
In particular,
present method of measuring homeownership
costs does not accurately
reflect
the rate
of price change experienced
by homeowners
in paying for their
housing.
GAO determines
the validity
of these concerns, describes
problems that may result
from using the current
method, and recommends two alternatives,
one of which BLS
GAO has
should adopt to improve the CPI.
not analyzed other alleged weaknesses of
the CPI in this review.
COSTS OF CONSUMINGHOUSING
SERVICE,SMAY DIFFE~R FROM
CR1 HOMEC~NERS~HIP
COSTS
Homeownership costs have a relative
imporThe
tance o'f ab#out 23 percent
in the CPI.
present homeownership component of the CPI
measures changes in the cost of purchasing,
financing,
and maintaining
houses.
Houses,
however, are durable goods that yield housing services
over a long period of time, and
homeowners incur periodic
costs in consuming
these services.
These costs are frequently
calculated
monthly and may be measured as
either
payments homeowners make--such as
interest,
taxes,
insurance,
maintenance-or as income they forgo--such
as return
on
equity,
depreciation,
capital
gain or loss.
Because of its emphasis on these cost changes
in buying and financing
houses, the CPI homeownership component does not measure either
the average change all homeowners experience
or the change in cost for an average homeTar %sat.
Upcm ramovat, the report
coww date shoul’d ba noted hereon.
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owner (pp. 17-19).
In addition,
the present
approach to measuring homeownership costs
allows no logical
determination
of the weight
assigned to expenditures
on housing in calculating
the overall
CPI (pp. 19-20).
CURRENTMETHODOF MEASURING
@
HOMEOWNERSHIP
COSTS
RAISES SERIOUS CONCERNS
The CPI is widely used to adjust wages and
Federal transfer
payments in response to
With respect to housprice level changes.
this
requires
an
unimpaired
ability
to
ing ,
pay the cost of consuming the same flow of
housing services
(p. 20).
using the present CPI can create
Consequently,
serious effects
on the economy and the Federal
budget if it suggests a rate of price change
different
from a revised index that would
When the CPI
measure the cost of consumption.
is rising
faster
than an index of the cost of
consumption,
wages and Government payments tied
to the CPI will
increase more than necessary to
maintain wage earners'
and recipients'
standards
of living
(pp. 20-21).
The CPI also indicates
to policymakers
and the
public the success of economic policy
in maintaining
price stability,
and it signals the
Monthly announcements
need for policy
action.
of the latest
change in the CPI affect
expectations
of inflation
and political
pressures
for changing or continuing
economic policy.
Therefore,
forming rational
macroeconomic
policy
requires
that the information
the CPI
transmits
reflect
an appropriate
measure of
the rate of change of the price level as it
applies to consumers (pp. 21-22).
USER COST AND NOMINAL OUTLAYS
ARE AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES
'User cost and nominal outlays
are two widely
discussed conceptual
approaches to measuring
the cost of consuming housing services.
User
cost measures the full
economic costs of conNominal outlays
insuming housing services.
cludes only out-of-pocket
expenses, not the
full
economic costs that homeowners incur.*
User cost refers
to opportunity
cost--the

value of the alternative
that homeowners
forgo by consuming the services
their houses
yield.
Rental equivalence
and a user cost
index are two methods of measuring user
cost (pp. 23-24).
Rental equivalence
views the user cost as
the rental
income homeowners forgo by residing in their
houses rather
than renting
Since there is no market
them to others*
transaction
from which this value can be
rental
equivalence
attempts
to
observed,
infer
this value from rents on similar
properties
(pp. 24-27).
A user cost index measures the user or opportunity
cost to homeowners of consuming
housing services
by summing the various
explicit
and implicit
costs that homeowners
incur in providing
shelter
for themselves.
Payments for mortgage interest,
property
insurance,
and maintenance
taxes, property
and repaira
are explicit
components of a
Return forgone on equity
user cost index.
invested
in a house, depreciation,
and
capital
gain or loss are implicit
components.
Capital
gains enter the index as a negative
cost because they offset
other costs of consuming housing services
(pp. 28-35).
Nominal outlays
consist
of monthly out-ofpocket expenses homeowners incur in consuming
The$e include the explicit
housing services.
compo'nents of a user cost index and repayBecause implicit
ments of mortgage principal.
costs are not included,
the nominal outlays
approach does not measure the full
economic
cost of consuming housing services.
The
theoretical
justification
for measuring
homeownership costs in the CPI as nominal
outlays
rests on the possibility
that changes
in short run out-of-pocket
expenses are more
important
to households than long run gains
in making their
housing decisions
(pp. 35-39).
CHANGES IN THE HOMEOWNERSHIP
COMPONENTHAVE BEEN CONSIDERED
FOR MANY YEARS
Early in the 19608, a committee of the
National
Bureau of Economic Research recommended that BLS adopt rental
equivalence

iii

if an investigation
confirmed
the feasibility
of creating
an appropriate
sample
Before the 1978
of rental
housing units.
CPI revision,
BLS proposed a user cost
index for measuring homeownership costs.
BLS did not incorporate
this change into
the revised CPI, however, because of opposition
to changing the existing
method
of measurement by some users of the CPI
and a lack of consensus about the best
alternatives
among economists who believed
the existing
method to be extremely
inadequate (pp. 43-45).
BLS currently
publishes
five experimental
measures of the CPI in which homeownership
costs are measured by rental
equivalence,
user cost indexes, and nominal outlays.
All five measures suggest lower rates of
price change in 1979, ranging from 0.1 to
2.5 percent.
In other years,
in which
mortgage interest
rates did not increase
so rapidly,
however, there was often little
difference
between the rate of price change
measured by the CPI and the rates measured
by the experimental
measures (pp. 45-48).
EITHER RENTAL EQUIVALENCE
OR NOMINAL OUTLAYS WOULD
IMPROVE CPI
A price index in which homeownership costs
are measured as costs of copsuming housing
services
is more appropriate
than the present
CPI, both for adjusting
Government transfer
payments in response to price level changes
and for forming public policy.
If the CPI
were changed in this way, it would more accurately
measure the changes in Government
transfer
payments needed to allow beneficiaries to consume the same market basket of
goods and services,
despite the rising
costs
of consumption.
In addition,
policy
actions
should be guided by an index that accurately
reflects
the average effects
of price changes
on consumers (pp. 51-52).
Both the rental
equivalence
and nominal outlays approaches to measuring the cost of
consuming owner-occupied
housing services
have substantial
merit.
Substituting
either
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for the present metho'd of measuring homeownership cairts wmld result
in a CPI more
appropriate
fo'r its uses.
On theoretical
grounds, user cost is the best measure of
the economic
co'st of consuming housing
services,
and GAG believes
that rental
equivalence is likely
to be the best technique
The nominal outfor measuring user cost.
lays approach also merits serious
consideration.
Changes in out-of-pocket
expenses
mare directly
affect
homeowners' abilities
to maintain
their
consumption levels of
other goods and services
than do changes
in the rental
income they forgo (pp. 52-55).
RECOMMENDATIONTO THE
SECRETARYQp" LABOR
The Secretary
of Labor should direct
the
Commissioner for the Bureau of Labor Statistics
to amend the indexes of consumer
prices
it publishes
by substituting
a
measure
of the cost of consuming housing
services
for the existing
homeownership
component.
Arguments favor both the rental
equivalence
and nominal outlays
approaches
(p* 56).
The Secretary
of Labor may determine that
the existence
of long term contracts
incorporating
one version of the CPI, known as
CPI-W, and a wide-spread
desire among private sector groups to have available
an
index of consumer prices using the present
approach to measure homeownership costs
provide sufficient
reasons for maintaining
such an index.
If the Secretary
of Labor
wishes to consider these factors,
GAO recommends that the Secretary
direct
BLS to
continue publishing
CPI-W in its present
form for a specified
period of time and
then revise its housing component as GAO
recommends above.
RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE CONGRESS
If BLS requests additional
funds to modify
the homeownership component as GAO recommends, then GAO recommends that the Appropriations
committees of &he Congress consider the request favorably.
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If BLS revise@ only the version of the CPI
known as CBI-U, GAO recommends that the
Congres's rely on the revised CPI-U in the
formation
of economic policy
and amend the
necessary legislation
to use the revised
CPI-U, rather
than CPI-W, as the index by
which Social Security
payments and Civil
Service and other Government retirement
pensions will be adjusted
(p. 56).
AGENCY CQ&@4ENTS
Both the Bureau of Labor Statistics
in the
Department of Labor and the Office
of Federal Statistical
Policy and Standards in
the Department of Commerce reviewed and
commented on a draft
of this report.
BL#S
acknowledges its support for the concept
of measuring
homeowners' shelter
costs by
measuring the cost of consuming housing
services.
BLS believes
that rental
equivalence is a promising
approach but that
the nominal outlays measure GAO developed
is less desirable
than other alternatives.
The Office of Federal Statistical
Policy
and Standards agrees with many of GAO's
conclusions
and believes
that this report
is a useful contribution
to a continuing
discussion
of alternative
measures of homeownership costs.
Although OFSPS recognizes
widespread agreement about the merits of
measuring the cost of consuming housing
service8,
OFSPS does not take a position
on GAO's specific
recommendations
because
it believes
that GAO has not fully
specified its methodology (p. 57).
GAO believes
it has demonstrated
the feasibility
of its
approach.
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CHARTER 1
INTRODUCTION
An index of changes in the level of prices in the economy
can best be thought of as a composite measure of change in the
prices of individual
goods and services.
The Federal Government
Perregularly
publishes
several different
price change indexes.
haps the one most well-known
is the Consumer Price Index (CPI),
published
monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) in the
U.S. Department of Labor.
Changes in the CPI reflect
a weighted
average of changes in the prices of that index's
individual
components,
each of which represents
a category
of consumer expenditures.
PRICE INDEXES HAVE IMPORTANT USES
Price indexes have many important
uses.
For one, they are
used to convert
the gross national
product,
disposable
income,
and other economic data from nominal to real values,
thus making
For
possible
comparisons of real values across time periods.
another,
both the private
sector and the Government use price
indexes to escalate
levels of payments that are due over a period
of time, in response to price level changes that affect
the purchasing power of a nominally
specified
sum of money. This occurs
Government transfer
programs,
and
frequently
in wage agreements,
Price
indexes
are
also
used
in
immany other types of contract.
as
price
level
portant
ways to form public policy.
For example,
indexes change, they indicate
to both policymakers
and the public
the success or failure
of economic policy
in maintaining
price
stability
and the consequent need for action.
All price indexes should accurately
measure the rate of
These might
price change under the conditions
of that index.
be the items included
in it or the population
it covers.
In
addition,
it is essential
that an appropriate
index be selected
for each purpose.
This is particularly
true during periods of
rapidly
rising
prices,
because there is likely
to be a far greater
variance
then among measured rates of price change than when prices are relatively
stable.
Since the level of many Government
possible
constructions
of
payments depends on the CPI, different
this index can affect
the size of the Federal budget substanalthough there might be
tially
when prices are rising
rapidly,
little
difference
at other times.
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Many economists,
members of the Congress, and others have
questioned
whether the CPI as presently
constructed
is an appropriate
measure of the rate of price change for some of the uses
to which it is put.
In particular,
they have charged that the
present method of measuring homeownership costs does not accurately reflect
the rate of price change experienced
by homeowners
in paying for their housing.
An appropriate
measure of price
change for most current
uses of the CPI should record the ave1

rage change in the cost of consuming specified
goods and services to all consumers under consideration
during a designated
time period.
Because of the CPI's many uses, forming rational
macroeconomic policy
requires
that the CPI transmit
information
accurately.
We undertook this review in response to these concerns about
the adequacy of the method BLS presently
uses in measuring homeownership costs.
Our objectives
in this review were to determine
the validity
of these concerns,
to describe any problems that
might result
from using the current
method, and, if we concluded
that these concerns were valid,
to recommend one or more alternatives
that BLS should adopt to improve the CPI.
We have not
analyzed other alleged weaknesses of the CPI, such as the techniques for adjusting
price changes for quality
changes.
several BLS publiAt the onset of this review, we obtained
cations to familiarize
ourselves
with both the fundamental
concepts of the CPI and the specific
method used to measure homel/
On several occasions,
we received helpful
ownership costs.
clarification
on technical
points from economists in the BLS
Office
of Prices and Living Conditions.
We used economic analysis and our professional
judgment to assess the alleged conceptual drawbacks in the current
treatment
of homeownership costs
From this
that many others,
including
BLS, have suggested exist.
analysis,
we have concluded that a revised CPI homeownership
component that measures changes in the cost of consuming housing
services
rather
than purchasing,
financing,
and maintaining
houses would be more appropriate
than the present CPI for many
We have reviewed and evaluated
uses to which the CPI is put.
three widely recognized
alternatives,
and we have concluded on
the basis of our analysis
that two flow-of-services
approaches-rental
equivalence
and nominal outlays--have
substantial
merit
We have developed specific
as measures of homeownership costs.
rental
equivalence
and nominal outlays
measures that we believe
are improvements over similar
measures others have proposed.
Our review of other analyses of the measurement of homeownership costs during the past 20 years by BLS staff
and other
economists
indicates
widespread agreement that flow of services
is a conceptually
more appropriate
technique
than the one presBefore the most recent CPI revision,
BLS even proently used.
posed an alternative
measure but, ultimately,
chose not to adopt
it because of the lack of support for the specific
proposal
from
labor and business advisory
groups.

l-/Among the most helpful
of these were U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
The Consumer Price Index:
History
and Techniques,
Bulletin
No. 1517 (1964), and The
Concepts and Contents over the Years,
Consumer Price Index:
Report 517 (May 19781, and Walter Lane, "The Homeownership
Component of the Consumer Price Index,"
Bureau of Labor
Statistics,
unpublished
paper, August 1978.
2

We obtained written
comments on a draft
of this report
from both BLS and the Office
of Federal Statistical
Policy and
Standard@ in the U.1'. Daapartment of Commerce. Both supported
flow of services
without
endorsing our specific
recommendation.
We also had infcxmnl
discussions
with the staff
of the Congressional
Budget Office
and the Council of Economic Advisors.

CHAPTER 2
THE CONCEPTSAND USES
OFcTHE CONSUMERPRICE INDEX
The CPI is defined as a monthly measure of the change in
prices of goods and services
that are customarily
purchased by
all urban consumers.
Until
the 1978 revision,
the index included
This older
only urban wage earner and clerical
worker families.
The new index, for all urban
index is now referred
to as CPI-W.
We use CPI in a general way
consumers, is referred
to as CPI-U.
to mean CPI-U.
The pattern
of consumers' expenditures,
or their
living,
in a given period is defined in the index and
This defined and constant
pattern
provides
the
stant.
price comparisons between months, years, quarters,
or
time periods,
particularly
between the current
period
reference
or base period.

standard of
held conbasis for
some other
and a

by
As an index number, the CPI equals 1 in the base period,
The index is greater
than 1 when prices
are higher
definition.
and it is lower than 1 when prices are
than in the base period,
The index is often multiplied
by
lower than in the base period.
In the base period,
the
100 for convenience in interpretation.
index has a value of 100. A value of 105 means that prices in
the current
period are 5 percent higher than in the base period.
A value of 98 means that the price level is 2 percent lower than
the base.
The percentage
change in the index between two periods that
are not base periods is usually
reported
as the rate of price
change during that interval.
For example, if the CPI were 120 in
one month and 125 in the next, the rate of price increase during
the month interval
between measurements would be reported
as
(125-120)/120,
or 4.2 percent.
The annualized
rate of price change is reported
often and
reflects
the rate of price change that would occur in the current
year if the current
monthly rate of price change prevailed
for
each of the 12 months of the year.
For example, a 4.2 percent
rate of price increase compounded monthly represents
a 63.8 percent annual rate of increase.
The base period for which the CPI is currently
defined as
equal to 100 is 1967.
A more important
period,
however, is the
period covered by the Consumer Expenditure
Survey, because
expenditures
in that period determine the weights for each item.
When we refer to either
the reference
period or the base period
we
are
referring
to
this
Survey period,
not to
in this report,
the year in which the CPI has been arbitrarily
set equal to
100.
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THE CONCEPTSAMD CCNSTRUCTICN
OF THEECPI
Constructing
the index begins by selecting
a group of goods
and services
that
are usuually bought by the consumers, or the
The
households,
that constitute
the population
in the index.
goods and services
selected
and taken together
generally
repreby the consumers sampled in the
sent a pattern
of expenditure
l/
The collection
of goods and
Consumer Expenditure
Survey.
The CPI
is
kn&n
as
the
market
basket.
services,
caLlad itama;,
actually
defines
a market basket for each of several geographical
areas.
The national
CPI is bluilt up from or aggregated over
these geo8graphical areas~
Once the market basket has been de:
fined,
the index is calculated
by assigning
a weight to each
item, sampling the prices of the items each month, adjusting
the
and comparing the adjusted weights
weights for changes in prices,
to those of the b8ase period.
Expenditure

weights

the expenditure
of the consumers
In the index population,
on each item constitutes
the weight of that item within
the market basket.
The expenditure
weight reflects
the relative
importance of one item within
the whole group of goods and services.
For example, assume that the total
expenditure
by all consumers
in the index population
on all items is $1 million
for the
reference
or base period and that $10,000 of this was spent on
bread products.
The $10,000 is the expenditure
weight of bread
products
in the index. 2/ The ratio
of the two figures
gives
the relative
importance-of
bread products
in the total, index,
A11 expenditure
weights are
which in this case is 1 percent.
held fixed or constant
for the reference
period or b'ase, and the
full
set of weights serves as a bench mark from which price comparisons
can be calculated.
The standard of living
of the index population
is defined
by the items chosen for pricing
and the weights assigned to each
I/The current
index weighting
pattern
is based on the 1972-73
Recently
it has been decided to
Consumer Expenditure
Survey.
conduct the Survey on a continuing
basis instead of just at
the times when the CPI is revised.
z/In practice,
the expenditure
weight represents
average expenThis figure
is obtained by
ditures
by the index population.
dividing
the total
expenditure
by the index population
of each
market basket.
The index is then constructed
from the average
expenditure
weights and population
weights calculated
for purConposes of finding
the average for the national
sample.
ceptually
there is no difference
between this construction
and
a definition
of the expenditure
weight as total
expenditure.
The latter,
hcnwwer, gives a more intuitive
description.

item.
The standard of living
is held constant by keeping the
Actually,
the index defines a particular
standard
weights fixed.
of living --the standard of living
of the index population
in the
By holding the market basket fixed,
we can
reference
period.
measure the effect
of price change on the reference
period standard of living.
Pricing

and index

calculation

the prices of items in the market basket
Until
recently,
were surveyed each month and the items were described
in great
Called
detail,,
to ensure that they corresponded
month to month.
specification
pricing,
this method held the quality
of items
constant
in the index.
For the 1978 index revision,
an improved method called
disaggreqation
was adopted.
This method allows for more general
The current
price of each item
descriptions
of the items priced.
is divided by its price in the previous
month, thus giving a
measure of price change called a price relative.
The index is
calculated
from the expenditure
weights and the price relatives
in the following
way.
The price relative
is multiplied
by the expenditure
weight,
producing
the cost weight.
For the base period,
cost weight and
expenditure
weight are identical,
of course.
The cost weight in
the current
period represents
the expenditure
necessary to obtain
the fixed base period quantity
of an item or items in the market
basket.
The cost weights of all items are summed and then
The figure
that
divided by the sum of base period expenditures.
A simplified
version of the formula is
results
is the index.
as follows:
index

=

C[(base

where C denotes

period expenditure
weight)
C(base period expenditure
the sum of all

items

x (price
weight)

in the market

relative)]
basket.

If the reference
period from which the CPI expenditure
weights were derived were also the period for which the CPI was
calculate
the CPI as
set equal to 100, then we could directly
follows.
The CPI would equal the ratio
formed by summing the
products
created by multiplying
each item's base period expenditure
weight by the price change of that item since the reference period and then dividing
by the sum of all base period
expenditures.
we could say the CPI equalled the
Alternatively,
ratio
of the sum of current
period cost weights to the sum of
base or reference
period cost weights.
(For further
discussion,
see appendix V.)
Either
calculation
would compare the current
cost of purchasing
a fixed market basket of goods and services
with the cost'of
purchasing
those items in the period from which
the expenditure
weights were derived.
The additional
step of
adjusting
for price change from 1967, the year for which the CPI
is arbitrarily
set equal to 100, to 1972-73, the period from
6
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is necessary to express
which expenditure
weights were derived,
the CPI in its conventional
way as the ratio
of current
costs to
1967 costs.
The CPI as a buyers'

price

index

The definitions
of the CPI and its method of construction
the conceptual
nature of the index
clarify,
rather
specifically,
The items in the market
what it can be used for.
and, therefore,
basket and their
relative
weights represent
a particular
standard
That is, the CPI, both conof living
within
a reference
period.
is a measure of the prices paid for
ceptually
and historically,
made by a specific
group
purchases of specific
goods and services
In other words, the CPI
of consumers on a fixed market basket.
It has sometimes been
is an index of prices paid by consumers.
called a buyers'
price index.
That the CPI is not a cost of living
index is widely recogA cost of living
index would have to include a larger
nized.
number of items that influence
living
costs but that are not infinancial
assets,
and
cluded in the CPI, such as income taxes,
almost everything
that affects
the consumers' level of satisfaction.
A cost of living
index would also have to account for substitution
between goods as their
relative
prices change; it could
A true cost of living
index,
not hold the market basket constant.
as might be defined in the economic theory of the consumer, could
but this is not currently
feasible.
theoretically
be constructed,
When relative
prices change expenditure
patterns,
more frequent
revisions
of the CPI market basket would make the CPI a closer approximation
of a cost of living
index, but there is no easy way to
tell
how close.
C'onceptualizing
the CPI as a buyers'
price index
can result
in substantial
controversy
when durable goods, such as
autos and houses, are included in the market basket,
as we shall
see more fully
in chapter 3.
OTHER MEASURESOF PRICE CHANGE
The Federal Government publishes
several other measures of
Among the most important
are the implicit
price
price change.
deflators
for gross national
product
(GNP) and its components
and the producers price indexes (PPI),
formerly
called the
wholesale price index.
We discuss these in turn.
Implicit

price

deflators

The implicit
price deflators
for GNP and its components are
published
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) of the U.S.
Department of Commerce. BEA uses various measures of the rate
of price change, often those developed by BLS for computing the
CPI, to convert the value of goods and services
produced from
BEA
then
calculates
the implicit
current
to constant
dollars.
deflators
by dividing
current
dollar
values by constant
dollar
The overall
implicit
price
values and then multiplying
by 100.
deflator
measures the change in the general price level of the
economy, taking into account not only the consumption sector but
7

trade sectors.
The
also the investment,
Government, and foreign
overall
index is a weighted average of its component indexes,
each of which can be disaggregated
into subcomponents.
The deflator
most comparable to the CPI is the implicit
price deflator
for personal consumption expenditures
(PCE), but
it generally
shows a rate of price change different
from the CPI,
resulting
from differences
in index concept,
including
different
The treatment
of
weights,
and the different
selection
of items.
housing,
too, differs
substantially
between the two indexes.
The lmpllicit
price deflators
and the CPI differ
conceptually
in several ways.
First,
they refer to different
population
covering individuals,
as defined for the
groups I the deflators
national
income and product accounts,
while the CPI covers urban
consumers. l/
More fundamental
are the differences
in index forThe CPI, based on a Laspeyres inmulas and wzighting
patterns.
dex formula,
uses base period expenditure
patterns
to weight
Based on a
price changes in individual
market basket items.
Paasche index formula,
the implicit
price deflators,
on the other
hand, are the ratio
of current
period expenditures
to current
exThis implies
that the inpenditures
valued in base year prices.
dex weights correspond to current
period quantities
that change
from period to period in response to relative
price changes.
The
deflators
do not measure the change in expenditure
necessary to
purchase the same market basket purchased previously.
Instead,
they measure the change in the cost of purchasing
currently
purchased quantities
between the base period and the present
time.
These indexes, unlike the CPI, do not have fixed weights.
The BEA publishes
other indexes for adjusting
the national
accounts.
The chain price index uses previous period expenditure
patterns
to weight changes in prices between two periods.
The
fixed weight price index uses base period quantities
to weight
conceptually
similar
to the
changes in price and is, therefore,
CPI.
Producer

price

indexes

Another major set of price measures compiled by BLS are the
producer price indexes.
PPI represent
the monthly changes in
prices
of a large number of industrial
commodities
that firms use
to produce final
goods and services.
The indexes are based on
surveys of actual commodity selling
prices
that are charged by a
representative
sample of firms.
They are widely used in business
contracts
and market analyses.
They are not very useful,
however,
as a general measure of either
inflation
or the effect
of price
change on consumers.
Because they were designed to measure
I.-/The populations
fered substantially
expenditures
of
lies.
Changing
this difference

on which the PCE and the CPI were based difbefore 1978, when the CPI was based on
urban wage earner and clerical
worker famithe CPI to cover all urban consumers reduced
somewhat.
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changes in the prices of commodities used as inputs by firms,
They
they do not reflect
final
goods prices paid by consumers.
do not adequately
measure the general level of inflation,
because
they are not based broadly enough.
They do not measure, for
example, changes in the prices of services.
THE THREE MAIN USES OF THE CPI
No single measure is appropriate
in every context,
but at
the present the CPI is used as a measure of price change in three
broad ways:
(1) as a deflator
of economic data and values,
(2) as
an escalator
of wage payments, contracts,
and Government expenditures,
and (3) as a signal to policymakers
and the public of the
success of economic policy
actions
and the performance
of the
economy.
The CPI as a deflator
Probably the most straightforward
use of the CPI is as a
deflator.
Some measure of the effect
of price changes on economic variables
such as income and output is desirable.
Most
economic variablea
are measured in monetary units,
such as
dollars,
rather
than in physical
terms,
such as tons.
The dollar
as a standard unit has fixed nominal value (1 dollar
is 1 dollar)
when prices for goods increase,
the real value of
and, therefore,
the dollar
falls.
For comparisons over periods of time to be useful,
units of
Therefore,
expressing
economic
measurement should be comparable.
variables
in real terms or in dollars
of constant
purchasing
In general,
dividing
the current
value of a
power is desirable.
price index into the current
value of some other economic variable results
in an expression
of that variable
in real terms.
Adjusting
economic data in this way makes it easier to compare
data between time periods without
the distorting
effects
of
price change.
In this context,
the CPI measures the value of
the dollar,
or its purchasing
power.
The CPI is an appropriate
measure of price change for
deflating
some economic values.
For example, BLS uses the CPI
to deflate
hourly and weekly earnings of production
and nonsupervisory
workers in data it publishes.
The CPI would also
be an appropriate
deflator
for retail
sales of finished
goods and
some other data.
The CPI would be less appropriate
as a deflator
of data
series on the entire
economy, however, because the CPI measures
only changes in prices paid by consumers.
The GNP deflator
is a
broader measure of price change, because it also measures changes
in prices businesses,
the Government, and foreigners
pay for
goods and services
they buy.
Some accountants
have suggested
that adjusting
accounting
data for the effects
of price change
would result
in a more realistic
statement
of a firm's
financial
condition
and performance,
but it is not clear that the CPI is
the appropriate
index for this purpose.
9

The CPI as an escalator
'Using the CPI as a deflator
is closely
related
to using it
A major reason for constructing
the CPI inias an escalabx.
tially
was to use it to adjust the wage payments of shipyard
workers,
and this use expanded substantially,
particularly
as
levels of inflation
increased in the 1970s.
In addition,
many
types of legal contracts
now contain escalator
clauses.
Indexing Government expenditures
and social welfare
programs has also
increased
the use of the CPI in the public sector.
l-/
Wages are escalated
in order to maintain
a standard of
living.
When prices rise during the life
of a labor contract,
the old wage is too little
to allow workers to purchase the same
quantity
of goods they were able to buy at the beginning of the
contract.
In other words, their
real income falls.
Even when
nominal wages rise,
if the price level rises faster
than wages,
workers are worse off than they were at the beginning of the
contract
period.
The CPI provides
a means of adjusting
wage payments upward in response to price level changes, to maintain
the
real purchasing
power of workers'
wages.
Escalator
clauses or
cost of living
adjustments
(known as COLA's) have become an integral part of rtmanycollective
bargaining
agreements.
Another form of escalation
is the indexing of Federal expenditures
and transfer
payments.
Some expenditures
are tied directly to formulas by which they can be adjusted
for the effects
of
rising
consumer prices.
Some of these formulas are based on
changes in the CPI.
Most of the indexed expenditures
tied to
the CPI are for certain
retirement
and disability
programs under
Social Security
and for civil
service,
military,
and other Federal retirement.
The CPI in the formation
of economic policy
Perhaps the most important
use of the CPI is in forming economic policy.
As a measure of price change, the CPI indicates
the
success of economic policy
in maintaining
price stability
and,
consequently,
the desirability
of policy
action.
Conceptually
correct
and statistically
accurate measurement of economic activity is fundamental
to rational
economic policymaking.
As measured by the CPI, the historically
high rates of inflation of the 1970s have resulted
in governmental
action designed
to restore
price stability.
Fiscal and monetary policies
were adjusted in response to changes in the CPI, and mandatory wage and
price controls
and voluntary
guidelines
were invoked in attempts
to reduce the rate of inflation.

l/See An Analysis
of the Effects
of Indexing for Inflation
on
Federal Expenditures,
U.S. General Accounting
Office,
PAD-7922, August 15, 1979, for a discussion
of indexing.
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As the most widely publicized
measure of inflation,
the CPI
also influences
public perceptions
of policymakers
and the ecoAnalysts have increasingly
recognized that
nomic environment.
the perceived
rates of past and current
price changes affect
our
Monthly announcements of changes
expectations
about inflation.
in the CPI probably play a major role in forming these expectations.
The expectations
further
influence
individual
behavior
and, therefore,
the effectiveness
of economic policy.

CHAPTER 3
THE CURRENTMETHOD
CF,WEASURING HOMEOWNERSHLP
COSTS
RAISES SERIOUS CONCERNS
Expenditure
for housing is a large share of total
consumer
expenditureHomeownership costs have a relative
importance
of
about 23 percent in the CPI.
Changes in housing costs therefore
affect
the overall
level of the CPI significantly.
The appropriate way to measure
homeowners' housing costs and periodic
changes
in them in an overall
index of consumer prices is disputed,
however.
In this chapter,
we describe the treatment
of homeownership costs in the CPI, discuss some of its conceptual
shortcomings, and raise some concerns that result
from the use of the
present method.
Before 1953, there was no separate housing index within
the
CPI, although several types of housing expense, such as rent and
utilities,
were included in the market basket of goods and s@rvices.
The expenditure
weight for rent was the sum of rent payments made in the base period by members of the index population
who rented and current
maintenance payments made by people in
the index population
who owned homes. Current maintenance payments included mortgage interest,
property
taxes,
insurance,
repairs,
and financing
charges connected with buying and selling
a house.
Because home purchase costs and payments on mortgage
principal
were considered
as savings rather
than expenditures
on
consumer goods, they were not included
in the CPI market basket.
Periodic
price changes were not calculated
for homeowners'
current
maintenance items.
Instead,
it was assumed that price
changes for these items were similar
to rent changes, so that
changes in rent costs determined
the price relative
for the rent
component of the CPI.
In the 1953 revision
of the index, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics
altered
the way housing costs were included
in the
CPI, because of the increase
in homeownership among urban wage
earner and clerical
worker families
after World War II.
BLS
dropped the assumption.that
home purchases should be viewed as
saving, while it broadened the definition
of housing to include
all expenses connected with acquiring
and operating
a home. A
housing index was created.
Although the homeownership component
of the CPI has changed some since 1953, it is still
basically
the
9ame.

THE HOMEOWNERSHIP
COMPONENTOF THE CURRENT CPI
MEASURESCHANGESIN THE COST OF ACQUIRING
AND MAINTAINING HOUSES
The homeownership component of the CPI was designed to
measure changes in the cost of acquiring
and maintaining
houses.
This concept of measurement is often known as the asset price
12
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BLS selected this
approach and is also used for automobiles.
approach in order to maintain
the c%XM.stency of the CPI as a
buyers'
price index.
Ac'oordingly,
although houses are longlived assets,
expenditure
o'n home purchases is treated
as a
CPI market basket itcakmh&ving its own expenditure
weight.
Since
people typically
borrow money to buy houses and thereby comit
themselves to paying a specific
amount of interest,
contracted
mortgage interest-like expenditure
for home purchase--is
included as an item in CPI market bas'kets'.
The other graup of
items comprising
the homeovnerahip component are property
taxes,
and maintenance and repair
commodities and
property
insurance,
services.
Home purchase

weight

The home purchase expenditure
weight represents'
total
expenditure
on home pureha:ses minus total
receipts
from the sale of
homes by the index population
during the reference
period.
The
weight includes
the total
expenditure
of people who only bought
houses, the difference
between purchase costa and sale receipts
for those who both bought and sold houses, and the receipts,
or
or negative
expenditures,
of those who only sold houses.
In
transaction
or closing
coats associated
with all home
addition,
purchases and s'ales are included in the home purcha'se expenditure weight.
In any given time period,
only a relatively
small proportion
of homeowning index households actually
purchase houses while the
rest continue
to reside in houses they bought before that time
period.
Home purchase activity
fluctuates,
however, so the
expenditure
weight for the cost of home purchases depends upon
the level of home purchases during the reference
period.
In
particular,
this weight is influenced
very heavily
by the rate
of purchase of new houses, because, with some minor exceptions,
expenditures
on purchases of existing
houses are offset
by what
the sellers
of the houses receive.
L/
Rather than relying
just
on 1 year, BLS has averaged data from the 6-year period 1968
through 1973 to derive a more accurate weight for home purchase
costs in the current
CPI.
This also assures a larger
sample,
lessening
the problem of the infrequency
of home purchases.
B'efore the 1979 revisions
in the CPI, the home purchase
weight included all expenditures
by the index population
on home
purchases but subtracted
from the weight the amount received
from
L/Not all purchases offset
all sales of existing
homes, of
course,
in part because the households surveyed are only a
Even if the sample were
sample, not the entire
populatio'n.
the population,
some transactions
would not be offset,
such
as when investors
buy houses to rent them to others rather
Furthermore,
since closing
than occupy them themselves.
costs on all transactiona
are included
in the expenditure
weight,
the numbs
of sales of existing
houses influences
this part of the weight.
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sales only when the seller
also purchased another home. In determining
the expenditure
weight in the current
index, the amount
people received who only sold homes in the reference
period is
subtracted
from home purchase expenditures
as well;
This revised procedure eases computation
of the weight and, by itself,
makes the weight smaller.
The expenditure
weight,
however, depends on the rate of new house purchases.
During the 1968-73
reference
period,
this rate was quite high.
Therefore,
the
relative
importance of home purchase costs in the CPI actually
increased
after
the 1978 revision,
despite this methodological
change.
Home purchase

price

relative

The cost weight is obtained by multiplying
the home purchase
expenditure
weight by the home purchase price relative,
as we
described
in chapter 2. The home purchase price relative
has a
significant
impact on the overall
CPI, because of the relatively
large importance of the home purchase cost weight.
The change in
house prices
is also one of two price relatives
used to calculate
the cost weight for contracted
mortgage interest
(as we shall see
later
in this chapter).
BLS calculates
the home purchase price relative
from data
on recent housing transactions
obtained from the Federal Housing
Administration
(FHA).
The price data are sorted by market basket
and house age and size (by square feet of living
space), although
many other elements of quality
also differentiate
houses.
Within
each market basket,
houses are sorted into five age groups and
three size groups, generating
fifteen
different
cross-classifications or cells for each market basket.
Each cell is assigned
a cell weight that is based on home purchase expenditures
during
the reference
period for houses in that cell.
This classification method controls
some elements of quality
difference,
so that
over time a constant
quality
distribution
of homes is priced.
Once the data are sorted,
the price relative
is calculated.
The cell price relative
in each cell is the ratio
of the average
price of living
space per square foot in the current
period to
that of the previous month.
The overall
price relative
is then
calculated
as a weighted average of the cell price relatives,
each cell price relative
being weighted by its corresponding
cell
weight.
A/
The sample of home purchases obtained
from FHA data does not
adequately
represent
the universe of home purchases.
This weakens the home purchase price relative
as an accurate measure of
&/When the number of observations
in a cell or market basket is
not sufficient,
the cells are collapsed
into each other before
calculating
the weighted average price relative.
This procedure is described
fully
in Walter Lane, "The Homeownership
Component of the Consumer Price Index,"
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
unpublished
paper, August 1978.
14
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house price changes.
Only home purchases financed by mortgages
insured by FHA are included in the sample.
Since the FHA sets
ceilings
on the amo'unts for which it will
insure mortgage loans,
higher priced homes are not adequately
represented
in the sample. A/ This msuy result
in a biased estimate
of house price
changes if the purchase prices of houses that are too expensive
to be financed by mortgages insured by FHA increase at a different rate from purchase prices of cheaper houses.
The FHA data
also do not contain sufficient
information
about variations
in
quality
and locatio'ns
within metropolitan
areas to allow BUS to
control
for changes in these attributes,
which may influence
Despite these shortprice changes between sampling periods.
comings, BLS judge's the FHA data to be the best available
for
calculating
the CPI.
Contracted

mortgage

interest

weight

The expenditure
weight for mortgage interest
represents
the
total
interest
that borrowers
in the index population
contract
to
pay during the first
half term of mortgages on homes purchased
In 1964, BLS began limiting
the conin the reference
period.
tracted
interest
to the amount payable during the first
half of
mortgage terms, because, on the average, mortgage contracts
appeared to remain in effect
for only about half of their
origimade in
nally scheduled time. 2/ For all mortgage contracts
the reference
period,
The interest
rate,
term, and amount borrowed
For each
are obtained
from the Consumer Expenditure
Survey.
the total
contracted
interest
payable in the half
market basket,
term on house purchase financing
is calculated
from the average
interest
rate,
the average term, and the average amount borrowed.
The calculations
are made for both first
and second mortgage
loans, or deeds of trust.
Since the mortgage interest
weight represents
only interest
contracted
for by people who obtain mortgages to finance home
purchases in the reference
period,
it depends heavily
on the rate
of home purchase within
that time.
In determining
the contribution to the mortgage interest
weight that is made by people who
both buy one house and sell another during the reference
period,
we must remember that the interest
obligation
they are released
from by repaying their
old mortgage with the money they receive
from selling
their
old house does not reduce their
newly contracted
interest
obligation.
Therefore,
the mortgage interest
weight,
unlike the home purchase weight,
is influenced
as much
by purchases of existing
houses as by purchases of new ones.

-l/The FHA sets different
country.
Currently,

ceilings
they range

in different
from $67,500

L/Lane, p. 12. We know of no evidence
gage contracts
still
remain in effect
originally
scheduled time.
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that
for

parts of the
to $90,000.

confirms
that mortabout half of their

Mortgage

interest

rate

relative

The mortgage interest
rate relative
measures changes in the
price of borrowing money in the form of a mortgage loan of a
specified
quality.
Together with the home purchase price relative,
the mortgage interest
rate relative
changes the cost weight
for the mortgage interest
component of the CPI between periods.
BLS calculates
each period's
cost weight by multiplying
the previous period's
cost weight by both the ratio of current
to previous period interest
rates and the ratio of current
to previous
period home purchase costs.
BLS maintains
that this method measures the total
change in
the interest
cost of financing
houses of constant
quality
at the
same ratio
of mortgage loan to purchase price as in the base
period.
JJ The following
example suggests a slight
discrepancy.
Suppose, for simplicity,
that only one house were purchased in
the base period.
Say that it was bought at a price of $100,000
and financed by a 20 percent down payment and an $80,000 mortgage
due to be repaid with 10 percent annual interest
over 30 years.
The expenditure
weight for the interest
that would be due during
the first
half term of the mortgage contract
would be $111,696.
Suppose, further,
that between the base period and the current
period the purchase price of a ho#use of the same quality
had
risen to $125,000 while the prevailing
interest
rate for a 30year 80 percent mortgage had risen to 11 percent.
The current
period cost weight would now equal the base period expenditure
weight ($111,696)
multiplied
by both the ratio
of current
to base
period interest
rates (1.1) and the ratio
of current
to base
period home purchase prices
(1.251, or $153,582.
This amount
exceeds the base period expenditure
weight by $41,886, or 37.5
percent,
and represents
the price increase of the mortgage interest component of the CPI.
However, statistical
tables show that
the mortgage interest
due during the first
half term of a 30-year
$100,000 mortgage (80 percent of $125,000) at 11 percent annual
interest
equals $155,208.
This amount exceeds the base period
expenditure
weight by $43,512, or 39.0 percent,
and exceeds the
new cost weight by $1,626.
BLS calculates
the mortgage interest
rate relative
from a
sample obtained from a monthly survey of mortgage loans that is
The data contain
conducted by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
the interest
rates and other characteristics
of mortgage loans
To control
for difmade by many types of lending institutions.
ferences in quality
characteristics,
BLS sorts the conventional
mortgage loans present in the sample into cells according
to the
down payment percentage
that is required
and whether the mortgage
is for a new or an existing
home. Separate cells are designated
for loans insured by FHA and by the Veterans Administration.
In

&/ELLS Bulletin
No. 1517, p. 76, and Helen Humes Lamale,
Monthly
"Housing Costs in the Consumer Price Index,"
1956), 444.
Heview, 79 (April
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the base period,
flects
the value
time.

each cell is assigned a cell
and distribution
of mortgage

weight that reloans during that

In each period,
an average interest
rate is computed for
each cell in each market basket.
Then an overall
average interest rate is calculated
by weighting
each cell's
average interest
rate by its cell weight.
This current
weighted average
interest
rate is divided
by the same value for the previous period,
forming the mortgage interest
rate relative.
JJ
Special procedures
for determining
the expenditure
weights
and price relatives
for the other items in the homeownership
component of the CPI are generally
not necessary.
Property
insurance, property
taxes, and maintenance and repair
goods and
services
are al4 purchased or paid for regularly,
so there is no
conceptual
problem in including
them in an index of consumer
prices.
Their expenditure
weights represent
base period expenditures
on these items by members of the index population.
IPeriodic price changes are measured in the way that BLS usually
measures the price of goods and services,
except for changes in
property
taxes.
HLS calculates
a property
tax relative
that
controls
for changes in house values from data on capital
change
and tax assessments,
rates,
and exemptions.
The data are obtained from a special
survey of owner-occupied
houses conducted
for this purpose.
THE HOMEOWNERSHIP
COMPONENTSHOULD MEASURE
CONSUMPTIONCOSTS
As a buyers'
price index, the CPI measures changes in the
purchase price of a fixed market basket of goods and services
between two points
in time.
Many goods and nearly all services
are consumed in the same time period in which they are purchased.
The cost of consuming a market basket of these goods and services
during a given time period is identical
to its purchase price in
that time period.
Durable goods, however, such as houses, cars, and appliances,
are not wholly used up or consumed in the time period in which
They are assets that continue
to yield flows
they are purchased.
of service-- houses yield housing services,
cars yield transportation
services,
washing machines yield laundry services,
and so
on.
buring any given time period,
some service
is consumed and
at some cost, but since the assets are not fully
used up in that
period,
this consumption cost differs
from the purchase cost.

&/This procedure differs
from the formation
of the home purchase
price relative,
in that the latter
is formed at the cell level
For the mortgage interest
rate
and then averaged across cells.
relative,
no cell relatives
are calculated;
instead,
the overall relative
is found after
averaging
the current
interest
rate
across cells.
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In fact,
the services
that durable goods provide can generally be obtained witbut
purchasing
the asset
that generates
the
service.
Renting or leasing a house is one example.
Here, the
rental
price is the cost of consuming the service.
When services are ob'tained from assets that the consumer has purchased
previously,
however, no periodic
market transaction
occurs.
Therefore,
the purchase price clearly
does not measure the cost
of consumption.
It is not always clear what does.
(In chapter 4, we discuss how the costs of consuming housing services
in owner-occupied
houses can be measured.)
Because purchasing
durable goods is separate from consuming
them, constructing
a price index depends on whether it should
measure changes in the prices of a market basket of items purchased or whether it should measure changes in the cost of consuming nondurable goods and services
in that market basket as
well as the flows of services yielded
by the durable goods in
that market basket.
As it is presently
constructed,
the CPI
treats
durable goods as nondurables.
The expenditure
weight is
determined
in the reference
period by the amount purchasers
spend
in that period for the durable goods in the market basket.
For example, people who consume housing services
from houses
they bought in previous periods are considered
as having spent
The expennothing on housing purchases in the reference
period.
diture
weight reflects
only aggregate expenditure
on home purchases in the reference
period.
In other words, the CPI measures
not changes in consumption costs.
It
changes in purchase prices,
does not measure either
the average effect
of price changes on
consumers or the effect
of price changes on an average consumer.
This distinction
between purchase price and consumption
costs is significant
for the owner-occupied
housing component of
the CPI.
Most people purchase houses infrequently,
and in most
time periods they consume housing services
that they obtain from
Pricing
homeownership cost
houses they purchased previously.
with the asset price approach helps to measure changes in the
cost of purchasing
houses and financing
mortgages to pay for
them, but it is not appropriate
for an index used as the CPI is
primarily
used, because changes in these costs may bear little
relation
to the cost of consuming housing services.
For at least four reasons, whether to include houses gather
than owner-occupied
housing services
is more serious an issue
First,
a simple
than similar
issues for other consumer durables.
dichotomy between durable and nondurable goods does not exist.
Houses are
Goods exist along a continuous
scale of durability.
some yielding
services
for more than half a
the most durable,
century.
The distinction
between purchasing
an asset and purchasing or consuming a flow of services
is more obvious for
housing than for any other good.
Second, variations
in the rate of purchase are greater
for
This is signifihousing than for most other consumer durables.
cant because of how the rate of asset purchase in the base period
18
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influences
expenditure
weights.
In the CPI, the expenditure
weight for homeownership costs reflects
not the average share of
monthly budgets spent by households to consumer owner-occupied
housing services
but,
rather,
the average expenditure
on new
home purchasing
and financing.
An unusually
high or low rate
of new home purchase in the base period results
in an unusually
large or small expenditure
weight for homeownership costs.
Third,
very few people purchase houses outright.
Buyers
typically
place a down payment of 20 percent or less.
Consequently,
homeowners cammonly view their monthly house payment
as their
cost of housing.
Buyers frequently
buy other
consumer
durables on credit,
but
the frequency of all cash purchases for
loans obtained
to
them is higher than for houses.
Furthermore,
purchase other consumer durables are often repaid before the
goods are sold or wear out8 so that owners make payments for
only part of the time'that
they consume the services
that the
on the other hand, generally
make
goods yield.
Hmeowners,
payments for nearly the entire
time in which they are consuming
owner-occupied
housing services.
Fourth,
treatment
of housing costs is most significant
in
comparing the CPI with an index of consumption costs because for
Any change in the
most people housing is their
largest
expense.
treatment
of housing costs has a larger potential
impact on the
measured rate of change in the price level than a similar
change
in the treatment
of other consumer durables.
MEASURING HOMEOWNERSHIP
COSTS
BY THE ASSET PRICE APPROACH
RAISES SERIOUS CONCERNS
If an index based on purchase prices-is
used when an index
based on consumption costs is more appropriate,
the differences
The rate of change of the
in index values may create problemscost of consuming housing services
may differ
greatly
from the
rates of change of house purchase prices and interest
rates.
Even if these rates of price change are the same, differences
in
weights for homeownership costs in the two indexes will
cause
differences
in the measures of overall
price change, if the rate
of change for homeownership costs differs
from the average rate
of change of other prices.
The asset price approach allows no
logical
determination
of the weight for homeownership costs,
because
it compares expenditures
on assets that will yield services for many years with*expenditures
on goods and services
consumed immediately.
Whether the expenditure
weight for housing in
an index that measures the cost of consuming a market basket of
goods and services
will be higher or lower than the current
CPI
weight for housing depends on the rate of new home purchase in
the reference
period.
It is widely believed
that the cost of consuming housing
services
in at least the last few years has been rising
less
rapidly
than the owner-occupied
housing component of the CPI.
The belief
is that,
because most home purchases are financed by
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mortgage loan5 requiring
fixed monthly payments throughout
the
life
of the loan, t&es's payment5 6n existing
mortgages (representing by far the lare;li~s~t &are of out-of-pocket
monthly housing costs for mart homeowners) have not been affected
by recent
large increases
in intere5t
rates and house purchase prices.
Indeed, homeowner5 are likely
to feel that increases
in the
market value of their
property
make
them better
off,
not worse.
Whether out-of-pocket
expenses adequately
measure the costs
of consuming owner-occupied
housing servicea--an
is'sue we discuss
in chapter 4-- the possibility
that measuring homeownership costs
by the as'set price
approach causes the CPI to rise faster
than
They
measuring; the co5t of consumption has serious implications.
arise because of the widespread use of the CPI in escalation
and
indexing and b'eeauae of the CPI's importance
a5 an indicator
of
price stability
and a signal of the need for policy
action.
The rationale
for cost of living
adjustments
in both private
sector wage agreements and Government transfer
programs is that
they ensure that wage earners and transfer
payment recipients
can
Wages and
maintain
their
standard of living
when prices rise.
transfer
payments must be adjusted
upward enough to allow
.earners
and recipients
to consume the
same market
basket of goods and
services
from month to month, despite
the rising
costs of consumption.
lJ
With respect to owner-occupied
housing, maintaining
a specified
standard of living
clearly
requires
an unimpaired
ability
to pay the cost of consuming the same flow of housing
services,
not the ability
to pay the cost of purchasing
and
Even if a homefinancing
the asset that yields
those services.
owning household cannot afford
to purchase and finance a house
at current
prices and interest
rates,
it can continue
to live in
the same house and maintain
the same lifestyle
as long as it can
afford
to pay the costs of consuming the housing services
that
the house yields.
From the preceding
economic analysis,
we believe a price index that measures changes in the cost of consumption is, therefore,
more appropriate
than the current
CPI as a
tool for escalating
wages and indexing Government payments.
Effects
rapidly

on indexed

Federal

expenditures

The effects
of using the present CPI if it is rising
than a cost-of-consumption
index can be serious.

more
One

A/Many wage earners and transfer
payment recipients
receive
inif their
wages and
Therefore,
come
from more than one source.
transfer
payments are adjusted
for price level changes but
their
other income streams are not, they will not be able
to
consume
the same market basket of goods and services
when
Nonetheless,
in this report
we treat
as approprices rise.
priate
an index that fully
adjusts
the wages or transfer
payments under consideration
rather
than an index that also takes
into account
other,
unadjusted
income streams wage earners and
tran5fer
payment recipients
receive.

Federal expendieffect
is the impact on the Federal budget.
Various
estimates
have
tures are related
directly
to the CPI.
suggested that a 1 percent rise in the CPI ,triggers
a direct
increase of $1 billion
to $2 billion
in Federal transfer
payments.
Changes in the CPI also affect
the Federal budget indirectly.
A CPI that is risring faster
than an index of the cost of oonsumption will
cause Federal expenditures
to exceed the amount necessary to maintain
the standard of living
of transfer
payment
recipients.
A similar
situation
exists
for workers whose wage rates are
To the extent that
escalated
according
to changes in the CPI.
changes in the CPI overstate
increases
in the costs of consuming
a erpecified market b'asket of goods and services,
escalated
wage
rates increase by more than is necessary for workers to maintain
If an index of consumption costs were
their
standard of living.
used in wage escalation
and if that index were rising
less rapidly
wages would not rise as much,
than the current
CPI, the workers'
and eosts to the firms employing those workers would be less.
There is no certainty,
however, that an index of the cost
of consumption would rise more rapidly
than the CPI in the next
few years.
Current
changes in mortgage interest
rates affect
the CPI measure of homeownership cost more than they affect
the
cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
when interest
When mortgage interest
rates fall
aa well as when they rise.
rates are falling,
other things being equal, a cost-of-consumption index will
ehow les#s rapidly
rising
(or more slowly falling)
prices than the CPI.
As expectations
of inflation
have increased
in recent years,
long term interest
rates --such as mortgage rates
--have risen.
If, however, future
fiscal
and monetary policies
reduce people's
expectations
of future
inflation,
we expect these
interest
rates will
fall.
Increases
in Federal expenditures
and
wages to adjust
for changes in the price level,
therefore,
would
be larger when using an index of the cost of consumption than
when using the CPI.
Effects

on economic

policy

The CPI is very important
in economic policy.
For policymakers and the public,
it indicates
the success of economic
policy
in maintaining
price stability
and it signals the need
Although the CPI is not a cost of living
for policy
action.
index, the widespread attention
given to monthly announcements
of the latest
change in the index causes many people to interpret it as if it were.
The announcements no doubt affect
expectations
of inflation
and political
pressure
for changing or
continuing
economic policy.
Using a conceptually
appropriate
index as the measure of
one on which so much attention
is foprice change, especially
cused, is therefore
extremely
important.
Measuring homeownership costs with the asset approach may have the potentially
serious consequence of creating
political
pressure to reduce
the economy‘s growth rate for purposes of restoring
price
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stability
at a time when present policies
ability
of most people to maintain
their
far less than the CPI indicates.

actually
standards

affect
the
of living

Additionally,
present measurement of homeownership costs
hinders evaluation
of the effectiveness
of monetary policy.
At present,
changes in current
mortgage interest
rates have a
very great effect
on the CPI, even though homeowners' existing
monthly payments are not affected
by such changes.
If the
Federal Reserve Board were to follow
a restrictive
monetary
policy
to reduce the rate of inflation,
interest
rates would
rise.
An increase in mortgage interest
rates would cause a
large rise in the CPI, and this would suggest that monetary
policy
had not only been ineffective
but had actually
increased
the rate of inflation.
The same problem would occur in reverse
if the Federal Reserve Board followed
an expansive policy.
A
fall
in the mortgage interest
rate would cause the CPI to rise
less rapidly
(or, perhaps, to fall),
suggesting
that inflation
was abating.
Alternative
ways of measuring homeownership costs
might not cause such a serious problem, because changes in
current
mortgage interest
rates would not affect
the costs of
consuming housing services
so much.
CONCLUSIONS
Measuring homeownership costs in the present CPI by the
price
approach is based on an interpretation
of the CPI
as an index of the purchase prices of durable as well as
nondurable goods, even though durable goods, once purchased,
provide flows of services
that are consumed over many time
periods.
Changes in purchase prices or financing
costs of
houses and other durable goods, however, may affect
what it
costs ho'useholds to consume services
that flow from durable
goods acquired
in previous periods differently
from how they
affect
current
acquisition
costs of these goods.
asset

Indexes of prices that consumers pay are appropriate
and
important
measures for deflating
economic data, escalating
contractual
payments, and signaling
the performance
of the
economy.
For escalating
wages, indexing government transfer
payments, and forming and evaluating
public policy,
however,
an index that more closely measures consumption costs is more
appropriate
than the CPI as it is presently
constructed.
In
we discuss some alternatives.
the next chapter,
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CHAPTER4
ALT&RhlATIVE APPROACHESTO MEASURING
WOMBOWNERSHIP
COSTS ARE AVAILABLE
During the past 20 years, there have been many recommendations that BLS change its approach to measuring homeownership
costs from asset price to flow of services
in order to measure
changes in the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
between time periods.
Several conceptual
approaches to measuring the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
are widely discussed.
User cost and nominal outlays
are two
of these.
User cost measures the full economic costs of consuming
Rental equivalence
and a user
owner-occupied
housing services.
Rental equicost index are two methods of measuring user cost.
valence attempts
to infer
the income that homeowners forgo when
they reside in their own homes rather
than rent them to others.
A user
It does this by observing
rents on similar
properties.
cost index measures user cost by summing the various explicit
and implicit
costs that homeowners incur in providing
shelter
Nominal
outlays
include only out-of-pocket
for themselves.
economic costs,
that homeowners incur in conexpenses, not full
suming housing services.
In this chapter,
we analyze these two
methods of measuring user cost as well as a method of measuring
nominal outlays.
THE THEORYOF USER COST
Measuring user cost is one way of determining
the cost of
consuming a flow of-services
generated by long-lived
assets
like houses.
Economic theory defines
the user cost of owneroccupied housing services
as the value
of the alternative
forThat is, user cost refers
to
gone by consuming those services.
opportunity
cost-- the notion that the cost of an item purchased
is determined
by the value of what might have been purchased
instead.
For most items in the CPI, the market price is a measure
of opportunity
cost, because the price represents
the amount
of money that consumers must relinquish
to buy that item and,
therefore,
the amount they no longer have available
for other
purchases.
But for owner-occupied
housing services,
there are
no periodic
market transactions,
because homeowners, in effect,
Nonetheless,
there is
purchase the services
from themselves.
an opportunity
cost to this consumption,
because homeowners are
forgoing
something of value when consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
One way to view this opportunity
or user cost is to recognize that homeowners can rent their
houses to others so that,
income
by living
in their own houses, homeowners forgo rental
A second way to view user cost
that they might otherwise
earn.
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is to consider
how much homeowners spend each month--implicitly
as well as explicitly--on
housing services.
This is an amount
that they do not have available
to spend on other items.
These
two views lead, respectively,
to the rental
equivalence
and
user cost index methods of measuring user cost.
Under a special
set of circumstances--including
no uncertainty,
perfectly
competitive
markets,
a proper interpretation
of the opportunity
cost of capital,
and the existence
of
equilibrium
in housing markets --economic
theory suggests that
both methods will yield the same measure of user cost.
That is,
observed rents on equivalent
rental
properties
will equal the
costs homeowners incur in providing
shelter
for themselves.
A/
do not usually exist.
In practice,
however, these conditions
Therefore,
an operational
user cost index is likely
to yield a
measure of changes in homeownership costs different
from rental
equivalence.
z/
In an important
paper on user cost, Dale A. Smith presents
a useful analogy to the distinction
between rental
equivalence
and a user cost index as methods of measuring user cost for
owner-occupied
housing services.
3-/ Smith's analogy is about
measuring a family's
cost of consuming homegrown food.
One way
to measure this cost is to determine how much the family could
have received
if they had chosen to sell rather
than eat the
food; this approach is analogous to rental
equivalence.
A
second way that is analogous to a user cost index is to add all
the costs the family
incurs in growing the food, including
an
implicit
labor cost as well as explicit
costs for seed, fertilizer,
and so on.
RENTAL EQUIVALENCE IS ONE MEASURE
OF USER COST
Many economists have recommended
component measure user cost by rental
buy and live in a particular
house is
in which to invest but also a flow of
even though these choices need not be
some people own one house while living

that the CPI homeownership
To decide to
equivalence.
to choose not only an asset
housing services
to consume,
For example,
made together.
in another:
still
others

A/A more complete discussion
of user cost theory and the relationship
between measures derived through rental
equivalence
and a user cost index 'can be found in Robert Gillingham's
"Estimating
the User Cost of Owner-Occupied Housing,"
Monthly
Labor Review, 103 (February 1980), 31-35, and papers he cites.
z/Data yielded by current
BLS experimental
measures of homeownership costs discussed
in chapter 5 support this
contention.
z/Dale A. Smith, "The Flow of Services Approach to Estimating
the Homeownership Component of the CPI," Bureau of Labor
Statistics,
unpublished
paper, January 1975, pp. 45-48.
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rent houses they do not own and consume the services
these houses
provide.
Rental equivalence
attempts
to measure the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
by distinguishing
the two
separate components of owning a dwelling
and residing
in it.
When a household,
as asset owner, sells to itself
the housing services
the house yields each month by living
in the house
instead of selling
the services
to someone else to whom it might
have rented the house, there is no market transaction
with which
to measure the cost of consuming those housing services.
One interpretation
of this cost is that it is the income the household
forgoes when it resides
in its house instead of renting
it to
others.
Thus, the rental
income the household does not earn but
might have earned by renting
its house is the opportunity
cost the
household pays to consume the housing services
itself,
because it
measures the amount forgone to consume those services.
In this
value of a
method of measuring user cost, changes in the rental
house represent
changes in the cost of homeownership.
Since we cannot observe periodic
rental
payments for owneroccupied houses, the rental
income that is forgone must be estimated from the rental
payments for equivalent
housing services
consumed in houses that are not owner-occupied.
This can be
accomplished
by observing
the rents paid for a sample of rental
houses selected
to represent
the universe of owner-occupied
houses.
We can determine the base period expenditure
weight for
incorporation
into the overall
CPI by multiplying
the average
rent paid to consume the services
the sample rental
houses provide
in the base period by the number of households in the Consumer Expenditure
Survey sample who live in their
own houses. l-/
Price

relatives

Periodic
price relatives
should measure changes in the cost
of consuming a constant
quality
of owner-occupied
housing services.
this implies determining
the rental
For rental
equivalence,
income forgone by owners of houses yielding
the base period
Since the level of services
a given house
level of services.
yields
usually declines
with age, repeated measurements of rents
paid for the base period sample of houses will
not accurately
2/
One way to hold the quality
level
calculate
price relatives.
&/We can use the unweighted average rent as a measure of average
rental
income forgone-only
if owner-occupied
houses of different values are represented
in the same proportion
in the
rental
house sample.
If they are not, then we must differentially
weight the observed sample rents in calculating
a rent
equivalent
to the average rental
income forgone by homeowners
living
in their own houses.
z/The level of housing services
is measured in physical,
not
monetary,
units.
The price of a house may be rising
for many
reasons at the same time that the physical
level of housing
services
the house yields
is declining.
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constant
is to periodically
replace elements of the rental
house
sample to maintain
the base period quality
level.
Then we can
compute price relatives
by dividing
the current
average rent by
the preceding period's
average rent.
A second way begins by
assigning
each house in the base period sample'to
a cell determined by quality
and calculating
the average base period cost of
consuming ho'using services of each quality
level.
We can assign
cell weights based on the proportion
of houses in each cell.
In subsequent periods,
we can draw new samples of rental
houses
that are representative
of owner-occupied
houses, assign them to
cells,
calculate
individual
cell price relatives
by comparing
each cell's
current
average price with the preceding period's
average price,
and apply the cell weights to determine
an overall
price relative.
Income tax considerations
As a measure of the opportunity
cost of living
in one's own
house, rental
equivalence
should consider
the favorable
tax
treatment
that income generated by owner-occupied
housing receives in determining
the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
Assets generate income streams,
regardless
of
whether the flow of services
they yield is sold in market transactions,
but the income streams are generally
not taxable if the
assets are not financial
and if the services
are consumed by the
assets'
owners.
the rental
income that homeowners
Therefore,
are imputed as receiving
from themselves as consumers of housing
services
flowing
from houses they own is not taxable.
If these
homeowners rent their
houses to others,
the rental
income they
receive
is taxable,
although they can, of course, deduct their
expenses(interest
payments, maintenance and repairs,
property
taxes, property
insurance and depreciation)
from gross income
received.
The income forgone by residing
in one's own house,
which is the concept of the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
measured by rental
equivalence,
is only the
rental
income that might have been received minus the additional
income taxes that might have been paid.
The base period expenditure
weight for owner-occupied
housing services
should measure
after-tax
forgone income and price relatives
should measure
changes in this cost.
Calculating
after-tax
forgone income
requires
knowing homeowners' marginal tax rates.
We recognize
that the CPI has no provision
for adjusting
other prices for the deductibility
of sales taxes from gross
income in computing taxahle income.
Therefore,
interpreting
the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing as the rental
income homeowners who live in their own houses forgo net of
the income taxes they must pay on that income introduces
a new
relationship
between the CPI and the income tax, while simultaneously
establishing
a more accurate measure of the opportunity
cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
lJ
l-/The use of after-tax
rather
than pre-tax
is particularly
important
in calculating
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forgone rental
income
the base period expen-

BLS must construct
a rental
equivalence
sample
The sample of rental housing units that BLS currently
uses
to measure changes in rent co8sts may not be suitable
for estiThe rent sammating homeownership costs by rental
equivalence.
ple BLS uses represents
rental
dwelling
units,
not owner-occupied
housing units.
Mast owner-occupied
housing units differ
substanTo implement rental
equivalence
tially
from many senUa1 units.
units must be found similar
to ownerin the CPI, enough rental
and quality
to enable BLS to
occupied units in size, location,
construct
a sample that represents
owner-occupied
houses accuraThis at least requires
augmenting the present sample with
tely.
additional
rental
units similar
to owner-occupied
units to derive a sample that can be weighted to represent
owner-occupied
units.
It may instead require
creating
a separate sample for
rental
equivalence.
It is sometimes alleged that the presence of rent controls
in some urban areas and the potential
introduction
of them in
others invalidates
the use of rental
equivalence
in measuring
because house prices
are not subject
to
homeownership costs,
This argument, at least in its relatively
simrent control.
because rental
equivalence
is based on
plistic
forms, is false,
estimates
of the rental
income forgone by homeowners who live
of whether this income is conin their
own homes, regardless
trolled.
Mtho8ugR house prices may be uncontrolled,
the controlled
rental
price represents
the opportunity
cost to a homeowner of residing
in one's own house.
Changes in homeownership
costs when costs are defined as rental
equivalence
are properly
measured by changes in rents that homeowners can receive by renting to others.
As long as the sample from which rental
equivalence is determined
includes
enough controlled
rental
units to
represent
owner-occupied
units that would be subject
to controls
if owners chose to rent them to others,'
then the rental
equivalence
measure of the cost of consuming housing services
is not invalidated
by the existence
of rent controls
on some
rental
units.
IJ

diture
weight for the homeownership component, because accurately
determining
that figure
requires
comparing levels of
expenditures
on many items.
If current
tax laws remain unchanged, price relatives
for owner-occupied
housing services
are not likely
to be greatly
affected
by a decision
on measuring rental
equivalence
as either
after-tax
or pre-tax
forgone rental
income.
l-/By interfering
with free market price determination,
rent
controls
can affect
the relationship
between forgone rental
income and the costs homeowners incur in providing
themselves
shelter
that would be included in a user cost index.
However,
they do not invalidate
rental
equivalence
as a measure of
forgone rental
income and, therefore,
opportunity
cost.
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A USER COST INDEX IS AN ALTERNATIVE
TO RENTAL EQUIVALENCE
A user cost index is an alternative
to rental
equivalence
for measuring the user or opportunity
cost of consuming a flow
of owner-occupied
housing services.
Unlike rental
equivalence,
which measures opportunity
cost as rental
income forgone,
a
user cost index measures this concept by summing the explicit
and implicit
costs homeowners incur in providing
shelter
for
themselves.
Index

components

Economic theory provides a sound basis for determining
the
components of a user cost index. lJ
By definition,
the monthly
user cost of consuming a flow of housing services
consists
of
the costs a homeowner incurs in holding a house for a month,
less any increase in the value of the house during that month. g/
Since wealth invested
in one's house could, as an alternative,
be invested
in another asset , part of this monthly cost is
the opportunity
cost of capital,
the return
that could have been
earned during that month through alternative
investment.
Most
homeowners have some equity in their
houses but do not own them
outright.
Therefore,
their capital
costs consist
of both an
explicit
element-- interest
paid on their mortgage or deed of
trust-and an implicit
element-- forgone return
on equity that
could be invested elsewhere.
In a world of neutral
taxation,
perfectly
competitive
markets,
and no uncertainty,
the rates of
return
from investment
in all assets are equal.
A homeowner's
opportunity
cost of capital
equals the interest
rate multiplied
by the value of the house.
Since there is only one interest
rate,
there is no ambiguity
in measuring costs.
In the real economy, however, differential
tax policy
toward
alternative
investments,
monopoly power, and uncertainty
result
in a variety
of yields on investment
in different
assets.
Conseone must choose appropriate
interest
rates in measuring
quently,
this portion
of user cost.
Like others who have studied user
cost indexes, we include mortgage interest
payments and forgone
return
on equity as separate components of a user index, because
one may want to use different
interest
rates to value these two
elements of user cost.
Changes in asset value are part of the opportunity
owning an asset and consuming the services
it yields,

cost of
because,

A/The papers by both Gillingham,
pp. 31-33, and Smith, pp.
and the work they cite discuss the theoretical
justification
for the user cost index we analyze in this report.
g/If

13-14,

house value declines
during a month, then the decline
in
value is added to the cost of holding the house during that
month in computing user cost.
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at least in the long run, they influence
the asset owner's wealth
and ability
to consume other goods and services.
Incrr?ases in
house value during a month reduce user cost, while decreases have
Since changes in house value are usually
the opposite
effect.
realized --converted
into liquid
assets--infrequently,
this portion of user cost is implicit
and must be estimated
from sale
prices of similar
houses.
The change in market value of a specific
hotuse between two
points
in time represents
the comb'ined effects
of two separate
comi2onents of a user cost index --depreciation
and capital
gain
or loss.
Daprecziation
refers
to the loss in asset value because
of aging and wear and tear in a house that is not offset
by
while
capital
gain
and
loss
refer
to
maintenance and mapairI
the pure price effect
of a change in value of an asset of unchanged quality.
Depreciation
enters a user cost index as a
positive
cost, as mortgage interest
payments and return
forgone
on equity do, while capital
gain enters 'as a negative
cost,
offsetting
other costs of consuming owner-occupied
housing
services.
In su~nvlrtry, the components of a user cost index include
mortgage interest,
property
taxes, property
insurance,
and
tiaintenance
and repairs,
which are paid explicitly,
and forand capital
gain or loss,
gone return
on equity,
depreciation,
which are paid implicitly.
Implementing
a user cost index requires determining
base period expenditures
for each component
and calculating
monthly cast changes for the entire
index.
Determining
base period expenditure
weights is straightforward
for
and maintenance and, repair.
property
taxes, property
insurance,
Complications
arise with mortgage interest
and the implicitly
paid components of the index.
Base
period
--

expenditure

weights

In determining
the base period expenditure
weight for the
mortgage interest
component of a user cost index, it is important
One possibility
is to
to choose an appropriate
interest
rate.
multiply
the amount of outstanding
mortgage debt in the base
as determined
from the Consumer Expenditure
Survey, by
period,
the average base period mortgage interest
rate.
l/
Mortgage
interest
would then measure the base period cost-of
obtaining
An alternative
method
the base period level of mortgage debt.
would calculate
actual base period mortgage interest
payments
rate of mortgage loans
froln. data on the size, age, and interest
outstanding
in the base period.
This measure might either
exceed
or fall
below the base period cost of obtaining
the base period
level of mortgage debt, depending on whether,
on average, outstanding base period debt had been acquired at higher or lower
rate at
A/There is, of course, more than one mortgage interest
any point in time.
We assume here that a method exists
for
Aeterminit1~3 an "average" base period rate by appropriately
weighting
the several rates actually
observed.
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interest
rates than those prevailing
in the base period.
If
actual mortgage interest
payment+ are used, then the base period
expenditure
weight wilil not be overly dependent on the average
base period mortgage interest
rate.
Another important
question concerns the calculation
of
forgone return on equity.
One view considers
the interest
rate
used for this calculation
to be a residual
rate of return on
equity.
This implies that the forgone return on equity component
of user cost equals the difference
between the market valuation
of housing services
yielded and the sum of all other costs incurred in homeownership.
This view maintains
that since there
are potential
rental
opportunities
for owner-occupied
houses such
that rental
income forgone is a measure of homeowners' opportunity cost, consistency
requires
that a residual
rate of return be
used in measuring user cost through a user cost index.
If the
forgone return
on equity is viewed as a residual,
then the choice
of methods for determinihg
the base period expenditure
weight for
mortgage interest
will not affect
the total
weight for homeownership costs.
This is because the weight for the forgone return on
equity will
adjust,
ensuring that the weight'for
the user cost
index equals the market valuation
of housing services.
However, since the market valuation
of owner-occupied
housing services
cannot be explicitly
observed,
data on rental
equivalence
are needed if we are to calculate
residual
rates of
return
on homeowners' equity.
Therefore,
there is no advantage
in measuring user cost through a user cost index rather
than
through rental
equivalence,
if a homeowner's forgone return
on
equity depends on the potential
rental
value of the house.
Consequently,
the alternative
view is to use an interest
rate that homeowners might obtain on investment
in other assets
--such as government securities
or thrift
institution
savings
accounts-- to calculate
the opportunity
cost of equity invested
in their
own houses.
The base period level of the interest
rate
selected would be multiplied
by the total
equity in owneroccupied houses, as determined by the Consumer Expenditure
SurveyI to calculate
the base period expenditure
weight for the
forgone return
on equity component of a user cost index.
Theoretically,
the most appropriate
interest
rate corresponds
to the
asset that homeowners actually
consider to be their
alternative
to investment
in their houses.
In practice,
the choice of an
interest
rate will
likely
be somewhat arbitrary.
As a result,
there is no reason to anticipate
any correspondence between user cost measured through rental
equivalence
and
the same concept measured by a user cost index, if the forgone
return on equity is no longer a residual
rate of return.
Both
approaches,
however, remain valid measures of opportunity
cost.
One measures the market value forgone by not selling
housing
services.
The other measures the cost to homeowners of producing those services.
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Measuring the base period expenditure
weights for the
capital
gain or loss and depreciation
components of a user cost
Since capital
gain or
index presents
less, serious problems.
loss measures the price change of a house of constant
quality
between tims periods,
it ban be estimated
from data on transaction prices and quality
characteristics
of houses sold in the
base period.
l/
If the choice of base period is likely
to
greatly
influence
the expenditure
weight for capital
gain--as
happens for the home purchase weight in the current
CPI--then
the capital
gain expenditure
weight can be derived from an extended sample of housing transactions.
Estimating
depreciation
can be made relatively
simple by assuming that depreciation
of
the market value of a house as it ages is a constant
percentage
of that value.
BLS could estimate
a value for the depreciation
and, in the process,
test the validity
of the assignment.
Price

relatives

Each period's
price relative
is a comparison of the current
cost of consuming the base period level of housing services
with
that cost in the previous
period.
There is no need to compute
price relatives
for individual
components of the user cost index,
because the item being priced in the CPI is owner-occupied
housing services.
Price relatives
are calculated
in each period beyond the base period by first
determining
the expenditure
necessary in the current
period to consume a constant
level of housing
services
and then dividing
by the expenditure
necessary in the
previous
period.
This calculation
requires
determining
the cost
homeowners would incur in each period for each component of user
cost and summing these figures
to obtain a total
user cost.
There are two approaches one can use to determine
expenditures homeowners currently
incur in consuming the base period
level of owner-occupied
housing services.
One approach is first
to directly
measure expenditures
for each component of a user
cost index in each period as would be done in the base period and
then to adjust
for differences
from the base period in the level
of services
consumed.
The other is first
to compute the ratio
of
the current
price to the previous period price for each component
and then multiply
that ratio
by the base period level of expenditure for that component. 2/
Although the second approach is the

i/By observing
transaction
prices during the base period-perhaps a year-- and adjusting
for differences
in quality,
one can measure the monthly rate of change of a house of
a designated
quality.
z/In the first
period following
the base period,
this implies
multiplying
by the base period level.
In subsequent periods,
this implies multiplying
by the base period level adjusted
for
price changes in intervening
periods.
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method usually
used in the WI to measure price changes, it
be necessary to use the first
for some components of a user
index to accurately
measure costs homeowners incur.

may
cost

Changes in house value, as well as changes in property
tax
and property
insurance
rates per dollar
of house value, will
affect
property
tax and insurance
costs.
Therefore,
to determine
current
costs homeowners would incur for these two components in
consuming the bas'e period level.of
housing services,
one must
measure the ratios
of current
period property
tax rates,
property
insurance
rates,
and constant
quality
house values to their
respective
base period levels.
Current period property
tax costs
will
equal base period costs multiplied
by both the ratio
of
current
to base period house value and the ratio
of current
to
base periold average tax rates.
A similar
calculation
will
yield
current
period property
insurance costs. I--/
One way to calculate
current
costs homeowners incur for
maintenance and repair
is by observing
price changes for goods
and services8 widely used for maintenance and repair
of houses in
the base period.
Although housing serviczes, rather
than paint
brushes or plumbers'
wages, is the item to be priced,
changes in
the prices of goods and services
used for maintenance and repair
can be used as proxies
for changes in this component of homeowners'
user cost.
Current maintenance and repair
costs would then be
found by multiplying
the base period expenditure
level for maintenance and repair by an average ratio
of current
to base period
prices of goods and services
used for maintenance and repair.
A potential
disadvantage
to this approach is that its result
may overstate
the current
cost of providing
the base period level
of maintenance and repair.
This can happen if new goods and
services
introduced
since the base period can provide the same
amount of maintenance and repair more cheaply.
An alternative
approach is to measure current
maintenance and repair
expenditures directly
from monthly household surveys.
The difficulty
in this,
however,
lies in controlling
for changes in the quality
level from the base period.
Changes in house value from period to period represent
the
combined effect
of capital
gain or loss and depreciation.
Measuring the cost homeowners incur for these components of user
cost almost certainly
requires
periodically
computing current
average rates of price change for houses similar
in quality
to
those sampled in the base period.
2/ Separate values for depreciation
and capital
gain or loss can be found by assuming that
l-/This
calculation
assumes implicitly
that to consume housing
services
at the base period
level requires
maintaining
property
insurance
equal to the same percentage
of house value as in the
base period.
z/This
cost
increases

is negative,
of course,
during the period under
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if the value
consideration.

of houses

the depreciation
rate is a constant percentage
of house value
and adding the depreciation
to the change in house value to
find the capital
gain or loss.
cost of
The largest
portion
of user cost --the opportunity
is
also
the
one
for
which
calculatcapital
invested
in housing-ing the current
cost to find price relatives
for owner occupied
The complexities
arise behousing servieee is the most complex.
cause mortgage payments and forgone return
on equity are separate
components of the user cost index.
Changes in either
the amount
of capital
invested
in one's house--that
is, in the market value
of the house --or in interest
rates will
obviously
affect
the opportunity
cost of capital.
But, in addition,
if the interest
rate used to compute the return on equity forgone by investment
in housing differs
fro'm the interest
rate used to compute debt
cost [which is generally
the mortgage rate),
then changes in the
share of housing financed by debt and equity
(the debt/equity
This
ratio)
will
also affect
the opportunity
cost of capital.
will
happen regardless
of whether mortgage interest
costs are
determined
by the current
rate or an average of past rates
constructed
to reflect
the rate homeowners actually
pay. L/
Computing the current
opportunity
cost of capital
on the
basis of a constant
debt/equity
ratio
simplifies
the calculations,
although
it is not a logically
necessary step for maintaining
the CPI as a fixed-weight
measure of constant
quality
price change. 2/ This simplification
makes it possible
to calculate the curyent
level of equity and mortgage debt associated
with base period housing by multiplying
the base period, levels
by the ratio
of current
to base period house values. z/
Then,
&/If
the forgone return
on equity
changes in the debt/equity
ratio

is calculated
as a residual,
should not affect
user cost.

z/At first
glance,
it might seem necessary to estimate
cost on
the basis of the base period debt/equity
ratio,
because the
interest
required
on a mortgage of a given amount often varies
according
to the percentage
of purchase price that the mortgage
represents.
However, if the CPI market baskets are changed to
include owner-occupied
housing services,
rather
than contracted
mortgage interest,
then it is no longer necessary to keep the
condition
of the mortgage constant.
Changes in tax laws or
interest
rate ceilings
on certain
types of savings deposits,
for example, may enable homeowners to reduce their
cost of
consuming a fixed level of housing services
by altering
their
debt/equity
ratios.
A CPI that measures changes in the cost
of consuming flows of services
should reflect
these effects.
3/Calculating
the ratio
of current
to base period house value for
this purpose would resemble calculating
price relatives
for the
home purchase component of the current
CPI.
That is, data on
the base period and current
housing transactions
would be
divided
into cells according
to quality
levels,
and the rate of
price change adjusted
for quality
change would be computed.
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return
forgone on invested
equity can be found by multiplying
the level of equity by the current
value of the interest
rate
used as a measure of the available
return
on alternative
investments.
Similarly,
mortgage payments can be readily
found if.'the
current
mortgage interest
rate is used, by multiplying
the current rate by the calculated
current
level of mortgage debt.
If the interest
rate used to compute mortgage interest
cost
is an average of rates homeowners actually
pay on the stock of
existing
mortgages,
new and old, then calculating
current
period
mortgage cost is more complicated.
It is necessary first
to
compute an average interest
cost in each period.
Accurately
computing this value may require
sampling households in each
period to find out the current
distribution
of interest
rates on
existing
mortgages.
But it may also be possible
to obtain a
reasonable
approximation
of average interest
rates from data on
current
mortgage interest
rates and the base period age distribution of mortgages,
if we assume that distribution
remains roughly
constant.
The accuracy of this approximation
depends on how
little
this assumption distorts
reality.
L/
Computing price relatives
for the opportunity
cost of
capital
that take into account changes in the debt/equity
ratio
as well as house value and interest
rates requires
knowing the
debt/equity
ratio
in each pricing
period.
Therefore,
the only
reasonable way to find the opportunity
cost of capital
incurred
in each period to consume the base period level of housing services is to survey households for current
data in each period and
then to adjust these data for changes in the level of services
consumed from the base period.
That is, base period houses would
be assigned to cells according
to quality,
an average cost of
capital
for each cell would be formed, and each cell would be
assigned a weight to compute the average base period cost for
all homeowners.
Then, houses would be similarly
assigned in
each pricing
period,
rates of price change for each cell would
be calculated,
and cell weights would be applied to calculate
an
overall
measure of price change.
The final
step requires
multiI/BLS has monthly data on current
mortgage interest
costs,
and
one can learn the base period age distribution
of mortgages
from the Consumer Expenditure
Survey.
in each perTherefore,
iod beyond the base period,
it is possible,
by assuming an unchanged age distribution,
to approximate
the average interest
rate homeowners pay in that period.
However, this assumption
may distort
reality
too much to enable us to obtain a reasonable approximation.
Most mortgages are obtained at the time
the houses are purchased.
Therefore,
variations
in rates of
home purchase will
alter
the age distribution
of mortgages.
For instance,
there will be more l-year-old
mortgages in the
year following
a year of heavy house turnover
and new construction than in the year following
a year of low turnover
and new
construction.
Also, interest
rate cycles that influence
the
rate of refinancing
houses will
also affect
the age distribution of mortgages.
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plying this rate of change by the b'ase period level of expenditure to compute the current
cost of capital
to consume the base
This figure
is then added to
period level of housing services.
current
costs of other components of the user cost index, so
that one can find an ove~rall price relative
by dividing
current
costs by previous
peri@ costs.
Additional

cons'ideratio8na

Two additional
considerations
are worth noting--the
volatility of the capital
gains component and the tax treatment
of homeB'LS data suggest that the monthly change in
ownership costs.
This volatility
in the
house value often varies considerably.
capital
gaine compotient can result
in volatility
in the entire
user cost index, particularly
during periods of rapidly
rising
And, since homeownership costs represent
a large
house values.
volatility
in the overall
share of total
consumer expenditures,
Such rapid monthly changes may obCPI is also a likely
result.
scure longer term effects
and diminish
the usefulness
of the CPI
as an indicator
of trends in the price level.
The imputed income generated by owner-occupied
housing is
not taxable,
and this influences
a rental
equivalence
measure of
user cost.
Additionally,
mortgage interest
and property
tax
payments are deductible
from gross income in computing taxable
income.
Therefore,
a more accurate
measure of these components
of a user cost index would be the amount homeowners pay net of
any income tax savings they achieve.
This distinction
is very
significant
in that calculating
base period expenditure
weights
using after-tax
rather
than pre-tax
costs will
substantially
reduce the weight for homeownership costs.
The distinction
is
less important
in calculating
price relatives,
unless the relevant tax laws change.
NOMINAL OUTLAUS IS AN ALTERNATIVE
TO USER C!OST
Nominal outlays
is an alternative
approach to user cost in
measuring the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
Nominal outlays
consist
of monthly out-of-pocket
expenses homeowners incur in consuming housing services.
Because implicit
costs such as forgone return
on equity,
depreciation,
and capital
gain or loss are not included in nominal outlays,
this approach
does not measure the full
economic costs of consuming housing
services.
Monetheless,
a measure of nominal outlays
is a flowof-services
measure, because it measures costs associated
with
consuming a flow of services
rather
than costs of acquiring
assets that yield services.
The base period expenditure
weight
represents
base period spending on consumption and is, therefore,
directly
cormparable to base period spending on other goods and
services.
Price relatives
measure changes in monthly costs
experienced
by all consumers of owner-occupied
housing services.
cost

The theoretical
justification
for measuring homeownership
in the CPI as nominal outlays-- which are acknowledged not to
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on the possibility
be a measure of full
econolmic czosts --rests
that changes in short run out-of-pocket
expenses are more important to households than long run gaisls that may not be readily
realizable
in making ,th&r
ho'using decisions.
L/
Since increases
in explicit
housing coasts affect
a household's
ability
to consume
other goods and services
more directly
and immediately
than increases in implicit
costs do, an index that measures changes in
nominal outlays
rather than full
economic costs may be more appropriate
for some uses of the CPI. 2/
Outlays oQmpolnsnts
and expenditure
ws'iqhts
Although nominal outlays
and user cost are separate concepts,
out-of-pooket
expenses --payments
for mortgage interest,
property
taxes, property
insurancer
and maintenance and repair--that
are
included
in a ua~?r cost index are also components of nominal
outlays.
An additjionIal
component of nominal outlays
is repayment
of mortgage prinncigal.
z/
Although these repayments are merely
household wealth transfers
and do not represent
part of the economic cost of consuming housing services,
they belong in a nominal outlays
measure because they are part of the monthly expenses
households incur in consuming these services.
In practice,
including
or excludjng
principal
repayments is likely
to have
little
effect
on h'ousing price relatives,
although
there will be
an effect
on the base period expenditure
weight.
The base period expenditure
weight for owner-occupied
hou.sing services
according
to the nominal outlays
approach reflects
total
out-of-pocket
expenses homeowners incur in the base period
in consuming these services.
Derivation
of this weight requires
determining
and summing base period expenditures
for each componThis presents
no major conceptual
or ement of nominal outlays.
pirical
problems for property
tax, property
insurance,
and maintenance and repair
expenses.
For mortgage interest
and principal
payments, we must again decide whether the base period expenditure
weight should represent
homeowners' average actual expenses or the
expenses they would incur if all existing
mortgages were obtained
&/Richard
Ruggles, among others,
has expressed this view: in analyzing
BLS propos'als
for changing the treatment
of owner-occupied housing in the CPI, he made this point in favor of the nominal outlays
approach (March 19, 1976, letter
to W. John Layng,
BLS Assistant
Commissioner for Prices and Living Conditions).
g/An alternative
way in which one can view nominal outlays
is as
a modified
user cost index.
If difficulties
in measuring forgone return on equity and capital
gain or loss are too serious
to allow confident
construction
of a user cost index, then nominal outlays might be a suitable
approximation.
In this view,
the nominal OUtlayS
approach no longer measures a Separate
concept but instead approximates
user cost.
z/Smith,

pp* 7-8.
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in the base period.
Altha'ugh either
definition
might be used in
a ugler coast index8 eLctw,al base period expenses are the better
measure of nominal o'utlekys, because outlaya measures cost solely
as out-of-pocket
eltpen ebs that are not avai1a;bl.e in the ahort run
Therefore,
balsle period
for consuming other goods and s'ervices.
survey data on actual mortgage payments provide the information
for the weight fo'r the mortgage interest
and principal
payments
components o'f nominal out+ays.
Price

relatives

Each perid's
price relative
is a comparison of the current
nominal outlays households incur in consuming the baa'e.period
level of housing services with the nominal outlays
incurred
in the
Nominal outlays
resembles a user c=o~~stindex with
previous
period.
respect to the co'ncegt of a price relative
in that there is no
This
need to compute price relatives
for individual
components.
is because the item being priced in the CPI is owner-occupied
housing services.
Briee relatives
are calculated
in each period
beyond the baage period by rkst
determining
the nominal outlays
incurred
in the current
period in consuming a constant
level of
housing services
and then dividing
by the outlays' incurred
in the
This calculation
requires
determining
houseprevious
period.
holds'
expenditures
on each component of nominal outlays
in each
period and summing these figures
to obtain total
nominal outlays.
The same two approaches we described
in discussing
user cost
indexes are available
for determining
nominal outlays
that households currently
incur in.consuming
the base period level of ownermeasure each
occupied housing services.
In one, we can directly
component of outlays
incurred
in each period,
as would be done
in the base period,
and then adjust for differences
from the base
period in the level of services
consumed in calculating
the rate
of price change.
In the other,
we can compute the ratio
of the
current
price to the previous
period price for each component
and then multiply
by the previous period level of outlays
for
that component. A/
Although this second approach may be feasible
for the propand maintenance and repair
compoerty tax, property
insurance,
nents of nominal outlays,
it is probably
not a realistic
way to
compute current
period mortgage interest
and principal
payments.
There is no simple way to measure price changes for mortgage costs.
One cannot simply multiply
the previous
period level of mortgage
costs by the ratios
of current
to previous
period house value and
current
to previous
average interest
rate being paid on mortgages.
This is because changes in the debt/equity
ratio
are also important
in colmparing current
to previous
period nominal outlays
incurred

A/In the first
period following
the base period,
this implies
multiplying
by the base period level.
In subsequent periods,
this implies multiplying
by the base period level adjusted
for
price changes in intervening
periods.
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in consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
l-/
Hypothetically,
if average house values rise by 10 percent from one period to the
next but no housing transactions
occur and no homeowners refinance
their
existing
mo'rtgage debt, then there would be no change in
2/ The increase in house value is offset
by the
nominal outlays,
reduction
in deNTequity
ratio.
If,
instead,
households had
increased the size of their
mortgages to maintain
the previously
then there would have been a 10
existing
debt/equity
ratio,
percent increase
in the mortgage interest
component of nominal
outlays.
As a result,
the most reasonable way to find current
period
mortgage interest
and principal
costs is from periodic
surveys of
homeowners.
Since surveying
is necessary for these components,
it is probably worth while to find current
costs of the other
components of nominal outlays
in this way at the same time.
Of
course, since the CPI is a fixed-weight
index, it is necessary to
adjust for quality
changes in order to measure changes in the
cost of consuming the base period level of services.
This
adjustment
would take place by assigning houses that had been
sampled in both the base and subsequent periods into cells
computing the rate of change from the
according
to quality,
previous period in nominal outlays
spent to consume owner-occupied housing services
of each quality
level,
and applying
cell
weights to calculate
an overall
price relative.
Additional

considerations

One potential
concern about the nominal outlays measure we
have described
is that decisions
by homeowners to alter
their
distribution
of costs of consuming housing services
between
i/In
the section on user cost indexes, we discussed the possibility of making the simplifying
assumption of a constant
debt/
equity ratio.
As long as the interest
rate used to estimate
the return
forgone on equity approximates
the average mortgage
interest
rate,
this assumption will
not greatly
distort
an estimate of the current
period opportunity
cost of capital.
Any
overstatement
of either
mortgage interest
cost or return
forgone on equity will be offset
by an understatement
of the
other.
However, it is less reasonable to use this assumption in conjunction
with nominal outlays,
because return
forgone on equity is not included in a nominal outlays
measure of
housing costs.
Z/There would, of course, be an increase in user cost as measured
by a user cost index, because homeowners would be forgoing
a
greater
potential
return.
(In a world of perfectly
competitive
markets,
there would also be, after
a period of adjustment,
an
increase in user cost as measured by rental
equivalence,
because the potential
rental
value of houses would also rise.)
However, as long as homeowners absorb this cost as greater
forgone return
rather
than as additional
current
out-of-pocket
expenses, there is no change in nominal outlays.
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explicit
mortgage interest
payments and implicit
forgone return
on equity will
influence
the price of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
although there is no change in economic cost.
if homeowners respond to rising
house values by
For instance,
some of their
capital
increasing
their
indebtedness --spending
gain or investing
it in other assets--there
would be a one-time
increase
in housing price during the pricing
period in which they
If homeowners do not
begin making higher mortgage payments. A/
realize
these capital
gains and if they continue making the same
mortgage payment, there is no change in the price they pay to
consume hausing services.
the nominal outlays measure we have described
Nonetheless,
is an appropriate
way to measure changes in out-of-pocket
expenAlthough
ses homeowners incur in consuming housing services.
increases
in out-of-pocket
expenses and decreases in capital
gain
from the previous period both represent
increases
in user cost,
there is an important
distinction
between the two for most homeOnly the former reduces the ability
of most homeowners
owners.
to consume other goods and services
during the current
pricing
period.
An outlays measure must measure rates of change of acfor using
tual out-of-pocket
expenses, because the justification
nominal outlays
rather
than user cost rests on the possibility
that changes in the out-of-pocket
expenses are more important
than the full
economic costs of consuming housing services
for
some use8 of the CPI.
the alternative
to the procedure we have desTherefore,
cribed --maintaining
the debt/equity
ratio
at the base period
level--' is not appropriate.
If that procedure were followed,
each period's
outlays
would represent
the out-of-pocket
expenses
homeowners would incur in each period if they maintained
their
base period debt/equity
ratio.
In that case, an apparent increase in the price level would result
from an increase
in house
value unaccompanied by an increase in out-of-pocket
expenses, because the greater
house value and constant
debt/equity
ratio
imply a larger mortgage and greater
monthly explicit
costs.
A
measure that responds in this way to increases
in house value
would be unsuitable
for measuring changes in out-of-pocket
expenses incurred
in consuming housing services.
The deductibility
of mortgage interest
and property
tax
payments from gross income in computing taxable income is important in determining
homeownership costs by nominal outlays.
The
correct
measures to use in both the base and subsequent periods
for determining
outlays
incurred
in consuming owner-occupied
housing services
are the outlays
for mortgage interest
and property tax net of any income tax savings they cause.
This considL/This statement
is true for certain
only if the interest
rate
on the new, larger mortgage is at least as high as the rate on
the old mortgage.
If the new rate is lower, then the periodic
mortgage payments might be smaller even though the amount
borrowed is greater.
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@ration
weight
a large
changes

will
substantially
reduce
for owner-occupied
housing
effect
on price relatives
in the relevant
tax laws.

the base period expenditure
services,
but it may not have
as long as there are no major

CONCLUSIONS
Both the rental
equivalence
and the nominal outlays measures
we have described have substantial
merit as measures of homeowners' housing costs.
Substituting
either
one for the asset price
For
approach currently
used would substantially
improve the CPI.
several
important
uses of the CPI, an index that more closely
measures consumption costs is more appropriate
than the CPI as it
is presently
constructed.
User cost is a measure of the full
economic costs of consum;
Rental equivalence
is more
ing owner-occupied
housing services.
likely
than a user cost index to provide sound measures of user
the approach that BLS should adopt if it
cost and is, therefore,
chooses to measure the cost of consuming a flow of housing services by user cost.
The only interest
rate that is not arbitrary
and that might be used in a user cost index to estimate
return
forgone on equity is a residual
rate of return
determined by the
difference
between the market value of housing services
yielded
If a
and the sum of all other costs incurred
in homeownership.
residual
rate of return
is used, there is no advantage to a user
cost index, because the rental
income forgone must be estimated
If a difbefore the forgone return
on equity can be computed.
erent interest
rate is used, such as the rate obtainable
by investing
in an alternative
asset, then one can use a user cost
index to compute homeownership costs without
first
estimating
rental
equivalence,
but the values obtained will
arbitrarily
depend on the choice of interest
rate.
Although nominal outlays
is not a measure of full
economic
cost, the concept it measures --out-of-pocket
expenses incurred
in
consuming owner-occupied
housing services --may be more appropriate
than user cost for some uses of the CPI.
This is because changes
in nominal outlays
may affect
homeowners' abilities
to maintain
their
consumption levels of other goods and services
more directly
and immediately
than changes in their
forgone rental
income.
Therefore,
we believe
that the nominal outlays measure we have
described
is suitable
for the CPI and that both that measure and
rental
equivalence
are superior
to the asset price approach that
BLS currently
uses for'measuring
homeownership costs.
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CHAPTER 5
PREVIOUS ANALYSES
OF THE HOMEOWNERSHIP
COMPONENT
HAVE RE~CGMMENDED
CHANGES
The method of measuring homeownership cost in the CPI has
remained substantially
the same since 1954, but the possibility
of changing to a flow-of-services
measure has been examined in
The BLS staff
and outside economists
depth on several occasions.
have recommended substantial
changes, and after
considerable
attention
by the Congress and the media, BLS has recently
begun
publishing
experimental
versions
of flow-of-services
pricing.
In this chapter,
we review considerations
for change in the
the experimental
measures BLS
1960s and 197Os, and we describe
is now using.
THE PRICE STATISTICS REVIEW COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDED
CHANGES'IN THE 1960s
Significant
discussion
of the shortcomings
of asset price
approach to measurement of homeownership costs in the CPI and
the possibility
of employing alternative
measures date to early
in the 1960s.
The Subcommittee on Economic Statistics
of the
Joint Economic Committee reviewed comprehensively
the price
During the hearstatistics
compiled by the Federal Government.
ings, the Price Statistics
Review Committee (PSRC) of .the National Bureau of Economic Research, headed by George Stigler
of the
University
of Chicago, recommended a number of changes in the
CPI, including
some pertaining
to the treatment
of housing and
other durable goods.
PSRC examined specific
issues in measuring homeownership
costs in the CPI then current
and also conceptual
changes in the
PSRC recommended that base period expenditreatment
of housing.
ture weights for consumer durables be determined
from buying
patterns
observed over several years, because rates of purchase
sometimes vary substantially
from year to year.
Base period
expenditures
for housing may be particularly
atypical,
because
home purchases by individual
households are infrequent
and because
macroeconomic conditions
greatly
influence
the rate of housing
construction.
BLS has adopted this recommendation for computing
the home purchase base period expenditure
weight.
PSRC also
recommended that all sales and purchases of houses be included
in determining
the base period home purchase expenditure
weight.
In the 19608, the value of houses sold in the base period was
subtracted
from the value of houses purchased only when people
who sold houses also purchased them.
This was later
changed to
be consistent
with the PSRC recommendation.
Stigler's
Committee also recommended that BLS alter
its
method of calculating
changes in the mortgage interest
component
of the CPI, because it did not "reflect
changes in the actual
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costs incurred
by the average consumer from month to month or
year to year."
PSRC recommended pricing
the changes in the
average interest
rate on all outstanding
mortgages and giving
parallel
treatment
to other interest
costs. l.-/
In responding to this recommendation,
BLS Commissioner Ewan
Clague upheld the exislting measurement of mortgage interest
costs.
He stated that while BLS recognized
that monthly mortgage
interest
pa;yments represent
a fixed element in a household's
cost
of living,
the CPI measures "how much more it would cost today
than in the base year to buy the index market basket and not how
much more it costs the average family to live."
Therefore,
he
argued, since the CPI is a measure of price changes of goods and
services
purchased currently,
it is not valid to hold mortgage
interest
costs constant
for existing
homeowners. z/
The relationship
between the CPI and a cost of living,
or
welfare,
index was a major issue at the hearings.
PSRC acknowledged the serious difficulties
in producing an overall
cost of
living
index but recommended, nonetheless,
that the CPI be moved
in that direction
for appropriate
use in escalating
wages and
forming and evaluating
economic policy.
Accordingly,
PSRC suggested that ELLSmodify the treatment
of durable goods in revising
the CPI.
In particular,
PSRC recommended that BLS investigate
the
possibility
of creating
a sample of rental
housing units representative
of owner-occupied
units.
It recommended that if such
a sample could be created,
BLS replace the asset price measure
of homeownership costs with a rental
equivalence
measure of the
user cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
It also
recommended further
exploration
of user cost indexes for measuring the costs of consuming services
yielded by other durable
goods --and by houses, if rental
equivalence
proved not to be
feasible-but it stopped short of recommending that user cost
indexes be adopted.
Clague disagreed with both the PSRC recommendation that
rental
equivalence
be used in measuring homeownership costs and
the view that the CPI should more closely
resemble a cost of
living
index.
He argued that pricing
flows of services
rather
than the durable goods that yield the services
could be justified
not in a price index but only in a measure of the cost of living.
He argued further
that creating
a hybrid of a price index and a
cost of living
index would lead to ambiguity
and subjectivity
and
would not be suitable
for the uses of the CPI.

-l/Joint
Part
-2/ibid.,

Economic Comm., Government Price Statistics
1, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 47 (1961).
Part

2, p.

598.
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Hearings,

bLS PROPOSDDA USER CQST.INDEX
IN THE 1970s THAT WAS NOT ADOPTED
Not
surprisingly,
in light
of Commissioner Clague's views,
BLS made no major conceptual
changes in the measurement of homeownership costs in the 1964 revision
of the CPI, although
it
continued
to research issues that had been raised by PSRC and
others.
The BLS staff
eventually
concluded that "the concept,
as well as the way housing is viewed by consumers, both suggest
that computing an estimate of monthly cost for living
in an
owner-occupied
home is the correct
computation
for the housing
component in the revised CPI." I/
They considered
rental
equiuser cost index that
valence,
a user
cost index, and-a modified
was similar
to a measure of nominal outlays
before narrowing
the
focus by concentrating
on developing
a user cost index.

BLS proposed the creation
of a user cost index to measure
average monthly housing costs for all homeowners, not merely
recent home purchasers.
The components of this proposed index
were mortgage interest,
property
taxes, property
insurance,
and
maintenance and repairs,
as well as return
forgone on equity
and capital
gain or loss, net of depreciation.
Although these
components are the same as those included in the generalized
user cost index discussed in chapter 4, there are some important differences
between the index proposed by BLS and the index
in chapter 4 in measuring base period expenditure
weights and
price relatives
for some components.
BLS did not propose to divide the opportunity
cost of capital
into separate components for mortgage interest
and return
forgone on'home equity.
The proposed base period expenditure
weight would have equalled the base period value of the owneroccupied housing stock multiplied
by a weighted average base
period mortgage interest
rate.
This interpretation
of base period expenditures
has
several drawbacks.
The share of the expenditures
represented
by mortgage interest
payments measures the base period cost of
An alternaobtaining
the base period level of mortgage debt.
tive would be to measure homeowners' actual base period
mortgage payments.
In addition
to more accurately
measuring
the share of household expenditures
spent on interest,
this
method has the advantage that it does not make the expenditure weight overly dependent on the base period mortgage
interest
rate,
a rate paid only by those who obtain mortgages
in the base period.
Also, the proposed expenditure
weight
overstates
actual base period expenditures
on mortgage
interest
by not considering
the deductibility
of interest
payments from gross income in computing taxable income.
A/"Treatment
of Owner-Occupied Housing in the Revised Consumer
Price Index,"' U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
mimeo, January 13, 1976, p. 5.
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If a market,
rather
than residual,
interest
rate is used to
measure base period return
forgone on equity,
the most appropriate interest
rate to use is one that corresponds
to the asset
that homeolwners consider to be their
alternative
to investment
in their
houses.
The index I&S propos'ed would have used the interest
rate on mortgages,
although a more appropriate
rate might
be the rate on go'vernment securities
or thrift
institution
savings accounts.
By propos'ing not to divide capital
costs into separate
mortgage interest
and forgone return
on equity components, BLS
simplified
the meas'urement of price relatives
for the opportunity cost of capital.
BLS proposed adjusting
the base period
expenditure
weight in each period for the change in house value
and the change in mortgage interest
rate from the previous period.
B'ut, as we discussed in more detail
in chapter 4, this
calculation
is more complicated
if one allows the debt/equity
ratio
in house value to change from period to period and if one
measures mortgage interest
costs as the amount homeowners acThese complications
imply that the only reasonable
tually
pay.
way to find the opportunity
cost of capital
incurred
in each
period to co'nsume the base period level of housing services
is
to survey households for current
data in each period and then
to adjust these data for changes in the level of services
consumed from the base period.
BLS did not propose to measure separate values for capital
gain or loss and depreciation.
The base period expenditure
weight for the component proposed to measure both effects
was
to be computed as a weighted average of house price changes
in both the base and past periods,
because there are often substantial
short run variations
in the rate of house price change.
House price data collected
in each period would have been used
to calculate
house price indexes adjusted
for quality
changes,
and these changes would have been used to estimate
changes in
the capital
gain or loss net of depreciation
component.
The
exact methodology for these calculations
was not specified.
Determining
base period expenditure
weights is straightforward for property
taxes, property
insurance,
and maintenance and
repair.
Uowever, the description
of the BLS proposal leaves unclear whether the price relatives
for property
taxes and insurance in the proposed index would have accounted for changes in
Price relatives
in a user cost inhouse value between periods.
dex should account for these changes, because the market basket
item to be held constant
is the level of housing services
consumed--not,
for instance,
a dollar-specified
level of insurance
coverage.
BLS proposed to measure price changes for the maintenance and repair
component by measuring changes in the prices
This may
of goods and services
used in maintenance and repair.
be an effective
proxy for changes in the cost of maintenance
although it is not logically
necessary in maintainand repair,
ing a fixed-weight
price index because, again, the market basket
item is owner-occupied
housing services,
not specific
maintenance and repair
goods and services.
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BLS estimated
the weights that
As part of its proposal,
would have been assigned to the components of the proposed user
cost index for the 1964 revision
based on a 1960-61 blase period.
Substituting
this index for the existing
hoNmeownership cost
component would have reduced the percentage
of the total
index
weight carried
by homeownership costs from 14.3 to 9.7 percent.
BLS calculated
the annual percentage
rate of change of homeownership costs as measured by the user cost index bNetwe"en 1864 and
1974, showing that in most years user cost would have found that
homeownership costs rose less rapidly
than the ass'et price method suggested.
In those 1Q years, the actual CFI homeownership
component rose 90.2 percent,
while the user cost index that was
proposed would have shown that homeownership cost rose an estimated 62.9 percent.
There was far less dif,ference,
however, in
changes in the overall
CPI.
The actual CPI rose 66.0 percent
during this period while the CPI revised according
to the BLS
proposal would have risen 62.1 percent.
The calculations
made
by BLS also showed far greater
year-to-year
variation
in rates
of price change for the proposed user cost index than for the
actual homeownership component of the CPI.
BLS circulated
its proposed revision
of the measurement of
homeownership costs for comments.
Among its reviewers
were economists from the academic community and private
research organizations,
the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics
of the Economic
Policy Board, 'and the Business Research Advisory
Council and
Labor Research Advisory Council (BRAC and LRAC) of BL'S.
Academic economists indicated
generally
that they preferred
a flow-of-services
approach for measuring homeownership costs to
the asset price approach.
Some even suggested that flow of services be used for other consumer durables as well.
Many economists argued in favor of rental
equivalence:
others indicated
drawbacks with this method.
There was no consensus for any specific method of pricing
the flow of owner-occupied
housing services
and no strong support for the specific
method BLS had proposed.
The Subcommittee on Economic Statistics
of the Economic
Policy Board, chaired by a member of the President's
Council of
Economic Advisers,
strongly
supported adopting a flow-of-services
approach in pricing
housing and other durable goods.
This group
argued that it is appropriate
that the CPI measure the cost of
consuming the services
of durable goods in estimating
the effect
of price changes on the cost of consuming a fixed base period
market basket of goods and services.
They did not agree about
the best method to price owner-occupied
housing services,
but
they raised the issue of whether including
appreciation
in the
value of a house in a user cost index-- as in the proposal by BLS
--confounds
investment
return with user cost.
The Frice Committee of BRAG:recognized
and expressed concern
over the treatment
of homeownership costs in the CFI, but it
found unacceptable
the revision
BLS had proposed.
This Committee
urged BLS to further
research a method of measuring homeownership
costs that would not implicitly
count the investment
on houses.
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The Price Committee of LRAC provided the only significant
support for maintaining
the asset price approach to measuring
homeownership costs.
It argued that introducing
a flow-of-services approach wo'uld be inconsistent
in a buyers'
price index designed to meas'ure purchase prices rather
than consumption costs
and inconsistent
with the asset price approach used for other
cxxmumer durables.
It raised
specific
objections
to the user
cost index that BLS' had proposed.
The Committee alleged that the
choice of index components was subjective,
that some components
could not be precisely
measured, and that lack of experience
with
such an index might result
in unforeseen
implications.
Faced with a lack of support for adopting the revision
proposed by BLS, BLIS Commissioner Julius Shiskin announced in April
1977 that treatment
of homeownership costs in the 1978 revision
of the CPI would not change substantially.
BLS decided to continue studying
other possible measures of homeownership costs to
incorporate
in subsequent revisions.
BLS IS CURRMJTLY EXPERIMENTING
WITM ALTERNATIVE MEASURES
OF HOMECMNERSBIPCOSTS
In 1979, both the Congress and the media focused attention
In reon the measurement of homeownership costs in the CPI.
sponse, BLS in January 1980 began publishing
five alternative
experimental
measures of the monthly rate of change of homeownership costs.
BLS also calculated
what the monthly change in the
overall
CPI would have been throughout
1979 and what the annual
change from 1968 through 1978 would have been if each experimental measure had been substituted
for the actual CPI homeownership
component.
The experimental
measures include
rental
equivalence,
user cost index,
and nominal outlays
measures attempt
Known as X-l through X-5, the experimental
in different
ways to measure the cost of consuming flows of owneroccupied housing services.
X-l is based on rental
equivalence,
X-2 and X-3 are user cost indexes, and X-4 and X-5 are measures
of nominal outlays.
Rental equivalence,
as we have shown, attempts
to measure
homeownership cost as the income homeowners forgo when they
choose to reside in their own #homes rather
than rent those homes
to others.
The base period expenditure
weight for X-l is, thereof the base period rental
value of the entire
fore, an estimate
The estimate
is derived from a
stock of owner-occupied
houses.
question asked of sampled homeowners as part of the 1972-73 ConIt does not take into account any
sumer Expenditure
Survey.
aggregate effect
on the housing market that would occur if all
homeowners attempted
to rent their
houses simultaneously.
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The price relative
for X-l is the same as the price relative
for rent in the CPI and is based
on the monthly price
change of a
sample of rental
housing units.
For this reason,
this
price
relative
is not an appropriate
measure of the rate of change of
rental
income that homeowners who live in their own houses forgo.
BLS readily
acknowledges this.
To measure the appropriate
rate
BLS would need to sample rents for a
of price change accurately,
special
sample of rental
housing units
chosen as representative
of owner-occupied
housing units.
Such a sample does not exist.
Nonetheless,
X-l provides
a good estimate
of the weight appropriately assigned to the homeownership cost component of the CPI
and a fairly
close estimate
of its rate of price change.
X-2 is identical
to the user cost index that BLS originally
proposed to incorporate
in the 1978 CPI revision.
It does not
take into account that most homeowners at any point in time are
paying mortgage interest
based on contracts
written
in previous
The base period
periods.
X-3 does take this into account.
expenditure
weight for mortgage interest
in X-3 is the amount of
interest
actually
paid in the base period by all homeowners,
rather
than the amount of interest
they would have paid if the
entire
base period mortgage debt had been acquired at an average
base period interest
rate.
In determining
the price relative
for the mortgage
interest
component, BLS holds the base period
age distribution
of mortgages constant
and calculates
a weighted
15-year moving average mortgage interest
rate.
The resulting
price relatives
are smaller in absolute value
as current
interest
rates rise and fall
than the price relatives
for a user cost
index like X-2, which measures changes in the current
cost of
The
other
components
of
the
user
cost
acquiring
mortgages.
index are the same in X-3 and in X-2.
X-4 and X-5 are similar
in principle
to a measure derivable
by the nominal outlays
approach we discussed
in chapter 4, but
they differ
in some details.
Base
period expenditure
weights
for X-4 and X-5 are derived from homeowners' base period expenditures on mortgage interest,
property
taxes, property
insurance,
and maintenance and repairs.
The measures differ
appropriately
from user cost measures
X-2 and X-3 by not including
capital
gains net of depreciation
and return
forgone on equity,
because
these do not represent
current
outlays
for owner-occupied
housing
services.
BLS does not include mortgage principal
repayment in
deriving
weights for either
X-4 or X-5, although we might logically expect repayment to be part of a nominal outlays
measure.
Neither
X-4 nor X-S incorporates
the tax deductibility
feature
of mortgage interest
and property
tax payments.
X-4 and X-5 differ
from each other only in their
treatment
of mortgage interest.
The base period expenditure
weight for
mortgage interest
is calculated
in X-4 the same way as it is in
x-2.
That is, the weight is based on the cost of obtaining
the
total
outstanding
mortgage debt at base period interest
rates.
X-5 resembles X-3 in that the base period expenditure
weight is
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based on the amount of mortgage interest
actually
paid by homeowners in the base period.
The price relative
for mortgage
interest
for X-4 is d@termined from changes in current
intereat
costs:
the price Pelative
for mortgage
interest
for X-5 is determined from changes in the 15-year weighted moving average of
The weights are determined
by the base period
interest
costs.
age distribution
of mortgages.
Because this age distribution
is
unlikely
to remain constant
over time, even X-5 does not appropriately
measure the actual mortgage interest
expenses of homeowners beyond the base period.
The experimental
measures affect
both
the weight and rates of price change
for homeownership costs
The relative
importance of homeownership costs in the CPI
would be reduced if any of the experimental
measures proposed by
BLS were substituted
for the present homeownership component.
The reductions
range from slightly
over one-third
for X-l to
more than three-fifths
for X-5.
Since the weight for homeownership in the current
CPI is affected
heavily
by the rate of new
house purchase in 1968-73, the reference
period for housing,
the
weights for X-l to X-5 might have exceeded the actual housing
component's weight if the reference
period had been a time of
slow rather than rapid growth in the housing stock.
Of the five experimental
measures, only X-l and X-5 suggest
that homeownership costs rose less rapidly
in 1979 than the CPI
although all five suggest less rapidly
rising
homeownerimplies,
ship costs in 1978.
X-2 and X-4 are influenced
heavily
by
changes in current
interest
rates.
Because interest
rates rose
rapidly
in the second half of 1979, X-2 and X-4 suggest
much
more rapidly
increasing
homeownership costs than is suggested by
their
counterpart
user cost index and nominal outlays
measures,
X-3 and X-5, which take into account the fixed interest
rate in
most mortgage contracts.
During earlier
periods of interest
rate
decline,
X-2 and X-4 rose less rapidly--or
fell more rapidly-than X-3 and X-5.
X-5 most
closely
resembles a measure of the average outlays
by households in consuming owner-occupied
services.
According
to X-5, homeownership costs in 1979 rose by only 11.2 percent,
rather
than the CPI's officially
recorded 19.8 percent.
During
1978, when house prices and interest
costs rose less rapidly
than they did later
in 1979, X-5 rose by 5.3 percent,
while the
official
CPI showed a 12.4 percent increase
in homeownership
costs.
But during the period from 1968 through 1977, X-5 suggested approximately
the same rate of price increase as the
official
CPI on average, although in several years one or the
other rose substantially
more rapidly.
It is doubtful
that a
nominal outlays
index that included the repayment of mortgage
principal
and took into account the tax deductibility
of mortgage interest
and property
tax payments would have suggested a
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significantly
different
rate of price change from X-5, although
Since
their
base period expenditure
weights might have differed.
the relative
importance
of homeownership costs with X-5 is less
than 40 percent as great as in the present CPI, changes in homewould have a far smaller
ownership costs,
no matter how large,
influence
on the overall
CPI.
X-l shows by far the most year-to-year
and month-to-month
Measurstability
in the rate of change of homeownership costs.
ing rental
equivalence,
it is based, as we have stated,
on the
CPI rent index for all rental housing units and, therefore,
is
not necessarily
an accurate estimate
of rental
income that homeIt seems probable,
owners who reside in their
own houses forgo.
however, that a rental
equivalence
measure based on an appropriate
sample of rental housing units representative
of owner-occupied
units would still
show more stability
than the user cost index
or nominal outlays
measure, because of the less direct
relationship between changes in mortgage interest
rates and changes in
rents.
During the period in 1979 when interest
rates rose
rapidly,
X-l showed the lowest increase
in homeownership costs.
But when interest
rates fall,
X-l has suggested far larger
increases in homeownership costs than most other measures imply,
particularly
the ones affected
heavily
by changes in current
interest
rates (X-2 and X-4).
The lonq run influence
of the experimental
measures
on the overall
CPI is small
The effect
of adopting one of the experimental
measures of
BLS would be far smaller on the overall
CPI than on the homeownership component alone.
During 1979, the CPI rose 13.3
percent.
Substituting
X-l for the homeownership component, the
CPI would have risen only 10.8 percent,
a difference
of 2.5 percent.
Substituting
any of the other measures would have resulted in differences
in the CPI of only 0.1 to 2.0 percent.
Interestingly,
substituting
any of these measures would have reduced
the CPI's rate of increase,
even though X-2, X-3, and X-4 all
implied that homeownership costs rose faster
than the CPI implied.
This is because of the vastly
reduced weight assigned
homeownership cost with X-2, X-3, and X-4.
The effect
on the overall
CPI of adopting any one of the
five measures would have been even smaller over a longer period
that included all phases of business cycles and years in which
interest
rates fell
as well as rose than in the atypical
year
1979.
For 1968 through 1977, for example, all the CPI's constructed
by using X-l through X-5 rose at rates very close to
the rate for the actual CPI.
For all the experimental
measures
except X-3, the difference
from the rate of change of the actual
CPI was less than 1 percent
in at least 8 of 10 years.
In some
years, one or more of the experimental
measures implied an overall rate of price change greater
than that shown by the CPI.

X-5, the measure that best estimates
average outlays
by households in consuming wrier-occupied
housing services,
is even cloThe largest
deviation
during any year in
ser to the actuall CPI.
this period bl~ktween increases
in the actual CPI and a CPI modified to include X-5 was 0.6 percent.
In 3 of 10 years, a price
index including
X-5 increased more than the actual CPI.

CHAPTE& 6
CO~CLUSIONSI RECCMMENDATICYNS,
A$!D AGEMCYCCHMENTS

We conclude that the present measuring method is not appropriate
for some us'es of the CPI.
It causes significant
problems,
Alternaparticularly
during periolds of rapidly
rising
prices,.
We have
tive methods of measuring homeownership are available.
described
and analyzed them in this report,
and we have also discussed previou$
recommendations
for changing the CPI as well as
current
BLS experiments
with alternative
methods.
Changes in the price level of the economy can be measured in
many ways.
The CP1[ is designed to meashre the price level for
More
goods and services
typically
purchased by urban consumers.
it represents
the current
cost of purchasing
a
specifically,
fixed market basket of goods and services
relative
to the cost
of purchasing
that market basket in a designated
base or reference period.
The market basket weights are determined
by base
period expenditure
patterns.
The CPI does not compare relative
costs of consuming a fixed
market basket of goods and services,
because gome goods are durWhen
able and are consumed gradually
over many time periods.
viewed as assets yielding
flows of services
that are consumed
periodically,
durable goods are considered
as investments.
The
average cost to households who consume specified
flows of service
yielded by assets purchased at different
points
in time differs
from what it costs them to acquire new assets to produce the
services.
The CPI, however, includes
durable goods themselves as
items in the market basket,
not the periodic
flows of service
they yield.
Therefore,
it does not measure either
the average
effect
of price changes on household consumption costs or the
effect
of price changes on the consumption costs of an average
consumer.
A flow of services
approach
18 more appropriate
than the asset price approach
We do not question
the correctness
of the CPI in measuring
changes in purchase costs,
but we do raise serious questions
about the appropriateness
of using an index of purchase prices
in some ways in which the CPI is currently
used.
An index that
bases housing prices on flow of services
rather
than an asset
price approach would be more appropriate
in adjusting
Government
transfer
payments, such as Social Security,
in response to changThe purpose of indexing
is to enable
es in the price level.
recipients
to maintain
their
standards of living
by increasing
payments to them as consumer prices rise.
Maintaining
a specified standard of living
requires
an unimpaired
ability
to consume
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at the same level of satisfaction.
Therefore,
changes in the
cost of consuming awner-occupied
housing
services
are far more
important
than ~~~~~~~~ in the purchas8e and financing
costs of actrue for households
quiring
a new house," This is particularly
receiving
retirement
pay, through S'ocial Security
or Government
pensions,
because few of them are likely
to purchase new houses.
To index various Government transfer
programs,
the Goxe'rnment
should use a modified
CPI that prices
owner-occupied
housing
costs from a fly-of-services
approach.
A modified 'GPI in which owner-occupied
housi,ng costs are
priced from a flykof-services
approach is also more ,appropriate than the present CPI as an indicator
Id;f price stability
and
the need foi~econ,omic policy
action.
Such an index would more
closely
measure the average rise in the cost of rkintaining
a
designated
base 'period pattern
of consumption.
When house prices
and interestrates
riseI
the homeownership component of the
present GPI over,,states the average increase
in household housing
expenses.
Consequently,
monthly CPI announcements suggest an
exaggerated
effect
of current
and past policies
o,n the ability
of households to maintain
their
standards
of living.
Policy
actions
should be guided by an index that accurately
reflects
the experience
of average households.
This could be accomplished
by using fl&
of services
to price housing.
Other examinations
of the homeownership component of the CPI
have concluded that owner-occupied
housing should be weighted and
priced from a flow-of-services
appro,ach.
Early in the 1960s the
Stigles
Committee recommended that the asset price approach to
measuring homeownership costs be abandoned in favor of.flow
of
services.
BLS also recommended changing to flow of services
before the last revision
of the CPI, although the change was not
made.
Some object that changing this component of the CPI introduces an inconsistency
into it,
because the prices
of all other
consumer durables included
in it are measured by the asset price
approach.
Even if no changes are made in pricing
other consumer
durables,
however, the flow-of-services
treatment
for owneroccupied housing is appropriate
because of the irregularity
of
home purchases,
the tendency to pay for houses gradually,
and
the large share of household incomes devoted to ho8using.
Arguments in favor of the flow-of-services
measure for housing might
also justify
it for automobiles,
but it is not necessary to
delay modifying
the homeownership component while analyzing
pricing
methods for automobiles
or other consumer durables.
Substitution
of either
rental
equivalence
or nom.tnal outlays would improve the CPI
Both the rental
equivalence
and nominal outlays
approaches
to measuring the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services have substantial
merit.
Substituting
either
for the asset
price approach'would
result
in an'index
more appropriate
for its
uses.
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On theoretical
grounds, user cost is the best measure of the
true economic cost of consuming a flow of ho8using services.
Rental equivalence
is likely
to be the best technique
for measurequivalence
merits serious
ing user cost.
Th~rdQEW, rental
consideration.
The nominal outlay
approach, which measures the current
outof-pocket
expenses associated
with consuming a flow of housing
services,
'does not measure true economic costs becau'se it ignores
Nonetheimplicit
costs and unrealized
changes in asset value.
because
lt?iSS, this approach also merits serious consideration,
current
monthly housing outlays may be more appropriate
for some
important
uses of the CPI.' The justification
for this contention
is that changes in out-of-pocket
housing'expenses
more directly
to maintain
their
consumption levels
affect
homeowners' abilities
of other goods and services
than do changes in the rental
income
they forgo.
Suppose, for instance,
that as a result
of demographic
events,
such as a change in the age distribution
of the population or a large immigration,
there is an increase in the demand
for housing servieew,
causing an increase in both market and
rental
values of houses.
Since homeowners could now receive
higher rental
payments, their
economic costs ,of continuing
to
consume the services
their
own houses provide rather
than renting
A rental
equivalence
these houses to others would be higher.
measure would record this as an increase
in the cost of the
owner-occupied
housing services
component of the CPI.
However, this type of cost increase has no deleterious
effect
on resident
homeowners.
Although their
economic costs in
the form of forgone rental
income may have risen,
if they were to
rent these houses to others,
they would receive an increase in
income exactly
equal to the increase in their
costs.
Increases
in forgone rent do not require households either
to reduce their
expenditures
on other goods and services
while spending the same
amount of money per month or to increase their
monthly expenses
to continue consuming other goods and services
at the same level.
Since
the cost of
CPI in this
than rental
The purpose

a nominal outlays measure would show no increase
in
the owner-occupied
housing services
component of the
example, this approach might be more appropriate
equivalence
for two important
uses of the CPI. I.-/
of cost-of-living
adjustments
is to adjust wages and

L/If
the debt/equity
ratio
is held constant,
then the resulting
cost measure will
rise in this example, the same as a rental
equivalence
measure.
However, a true measure of out-ofpocket expenses, such as the outlay measure we described
in this report,
will
not hold that ratio
constant,
although
not doing so allanrs homeowners to alter
their
nominal
housing outlays
by increasing
or decreasing
that ratio.
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transfer
payments to ensure that the same standard of living
can
This implies,
be maintained
during a period of rising
prices.
that these payments must rise by enough to allow recipients
to
consume the same market baskets of goods and services
each month,
In this example, no increase
despite rising
consumption costs.
is necessary to enable these homeowners to continue
to consume
the same go'ods and. services
and to maintain the same standard of
living.
Indeed, their wealth has increased because of the
appreciation
of the value of their houses.
As an indicator
of the success or failure
of economic policy
to maintain price stability
and as a signal of the need for
it is important
that the CPI measure the effect
policy
action,
of present policies
on the ability
of people to maintain
their
Consequently,
for this purpose also, a
standards of living.
nominal outlays
measure of homeownership costs may be more appropriate
because changes in nominal outlays more immediately
and
directly
influence
homeowners' abilities
to maintain
their
standards
of living.
&/
In a third major use of the CPI, as a deflator
of economic
equivalence
clearly
appears to be the
values and data, rental
most appropriate
measure of the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
However, there is no a priori
reason that the
index used for that purpose need be the same index that receives
the most publicity
as a measure of the rate of inflation
and that
the Congress uses for indexing Government payments and forming
economic policy.
Another point that has been raised against the adoption of
rental
equivalence
is that the CPI should measure "what people
think is their
cost of living,
not something out of an economics
to view their
monthly
textbook."
2/ If few homeowners are likely
then using rental
equivacosts as the rental
income they forgo,
lence in the CPI may lead to an index that is not trusted
as a
This argument can, however, be
measure of the rate of inflation.
It is important
to measure actual prices,
not just
overstressed.
perceived
ones.
We believe that it is a view that BLS should
consider and evaluate in choosing a flow-of-services
approach for
the CPI's homeownership component.
Although the BbS experimental
measure X-5 resembles an
appropriate
measure of noSminal outlays,
it overstates
the weight
for homeownership costs by not taking into account the deductibility
of mortgage interest
and property
taxes from gross income
It also understates
in calculating
Federal income tax liability.
the weight by not including
repayment of principal
as part of
l-/This
with

is true in part
the realization

because of transaction
of capital
gains.

costs

associated

z/Letter
from Otto Eckstein,
Harvard University,
to Julius
Shiskin,
then Commissioner for the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, January 6, 1976.
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housing outlays:
this understatement
is likely
to be smaller
Most
importantly,
X-5
than the overstatement
from the tax laws.
unnecessarily
assumes that the age distribution
of mor'tgages is
fixed by the base year age distribution
in calculating
price
relatives.
An appropriate
nominal outlays
measure calculates
mortgage interest
costs each month from a sample of households,
allowing
the age distribution
of mortgages to be whatever 'it is
at that time.
BLS should
as quickly

amend CPI-U
as possible

Arguments in favor of the flow-of-services
approach are so
strong that BLS and the Congress should act as quickly
as possible to implement a change in the CPI even though substantial
change is somewhat complicated.
Parties
to the numerous contracts
that tie the level of various types of payment to the
level of the CPI presumably entered into their
agreements understanding what the CPI measures and reasonably
expecting
no precipitous
changes in the definition
or construction
of the CPI
during the life
of their
contracts.
To minimize disruptions
in
changing the CPI, then, a measure of price change based on the
current
treatment
of homeownership costs must continue
for a
considerable
time.
This can best be accomplished by BLS continuing
to determine the rate of change of the CPI as presently
defined for some time after
it begins publishing
monthly data
for a revised CPI that uses nominal outlays
or rental
equivalence to measure homeownership costs.
BLS calculates
both a measure of price change for urban wage
earner and clerical
worker families,
CPI-W, and the index for all
urban households,
CPI-U.
When BLS expanded the population
coverage of the CPI as part of the last revision,
it agreed in response to labor union requests to continue publishing
CPI-W for
use as a wage escalator.
That these two indexes are available
could ease the introduction
of the flow-of-services
approach to
measuring homeownership costs.
Because CPI-W and CPI-U differ
in
population
coverage,
expenditure
weights for many goods and servThe distinction
between CPI-W and CPI-U could
ices also differ.
be extended to include different
treatments
of homeownership
costs.
By adopting the flow-of-services
approach in CPI-U while
maintaining
the asset price approach in CPI-W, BLS could enable
users to choose between two very distinct
indexes.
The CPI-U
would be appropriate
in forming economic policy while the labor
unions that prefer
the asset price approach would have opportunity to bargain for the continued
use of CPI-W in wage agreements.
Changing the treatment
of homeownership costs in the index
used to adjust Social Security
payments for inflation
may lead
to budgetary
savings,
particularly
if the change is implemented
Balancing the
when mortgage interest
rates are rising
rapidly.
budget is not the purpose in changing the CPI, however.
When
the modi"fication
we suggest might even
interest
rates decline,
yield an index that rises more rapidly
(or falls
less slowly)
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than the present CPI.
Nonetheless,
the CPI should use a flowof-services
approach in measuring change in the cost of consuming owner-occupied
housing services
because this method most
accurately
measures changes in the cost of consuming a fixed
market basket of goo8ds and services.
RECOMMENDATION
TO fRE# SECRETARY
1,
OF LABOR
we recommend that(l,,$he Secretary
ii1 Based on our conclusions,
of Labor direct
the Commissioner for the Bureau of Labor Statistics
to amend indexes of consumer prices published
by BLS by
substituting
a flow-of-services
approach to meas'uring the cost
of consuming owner-occupied
services
for the present method of
""""""'I
Arguments
favor both the rental
measuring homeownership costs. ,,,,,,,,,,,s
,mu~~m~m
equivalence
and the nominal outlays
approaches as we have desand using either
one would substancribed them in this report,
tially
improve these indexes.
In setting
a date for this
change, the Secretary
and the Commissioner should take into
account both the time that BLS will
need to construct
the revised indexes and the time that users will
need to adjust to
them.
The Secretary
of Labor may determine that the existence
of long term contracts
incorporating
CPI-W and a widespread
desire among private
sector gro#ups to have available
an index
of consumer prices using the present approach provide
sufficient reasons for maintaining
such an index.,~~; We recommend that
if the Secretary
of Labor wishes to consifler
these factors,
the Secretary
direct
BLS to continue publishing
CPI-W in its
pres'ent form for a specified
period of time
and then revise
its owner-occupied
housing component as we recommend above.
In this way, existing
contracts
would not be affected
and an
orderly
transition
would be made to an improved CPI-W.
RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE CONGRESS
0 If the Bureau of Labor Statistics
requests
additional
'I',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
fund(s for the purpose of modifying
the homeownership components of the CPI as we have recommended, then we recommend that
the Appropriations
committees of the Congress consider the
request favorably.
If BLS revises CP-I-U but continues
to publish CPI-W in‘its
Congress
rely on the revised
'(present form, we recommend that,/the
Nlm
,,,,
m,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,I,
CPI-U in forming economic policy and amend the legislation,
if
necessary,
to use the revised CPI-U as the index by which Social
Security
payments, Civil
Service and other Government retirement
pensions,
and other entitlement
and transfer
programs indexed in
the CPI are adjusted.
'!,Provisions
for adjusting
the benefit
levWe would be
els of these programs'are
contained
in many laws.
glad to assist
congressional
committees in preparing
appropriate
legislation.
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AGENCY COMM,EMTS
AMD OUR EVALUATION
Both BLS and the Office
of Federal Statistical
Policy and
Standards
(OPSSS) in the U.S. Department of Commerce reviewed and
commented on a draft
of this report.
In general,
BLS agrees with
our recommendation
that the CPI should be changed and that homeowners' shelter
costs should be measured on a flow-of-services
basis.
Although comments by BLS addressed only our recommendation,
meetings with BLS officials
indicated
that there is general
agreement regarding
the concerns we raised in chapter 3 about the
continued
use of the present CPI.
We believe that adopting
either
of our suggested approaches-- rental
equivalence
or nominal outlays --could
substantially
improve the CPI.
equivalence
as a
According to its comments, BLS views rental
promising
approach but states that the nominal outlays
approach
as we have discussed it appears to be less desirable
than other
alternatives.
EELSbelieves
that our nominal outlays measure has
a less appropriate
conceptual
basis than an outlays measure it
In general,
we believe
that our prohas previously
prepared.
posed nominal outlays
approach has more merit and that its drawWe believe
that
backs are far less serious than BLS recognizes.
the conceptual
basis is appropiate
and that the measure represents an improvement over X-5, the experimental
measure it most
closely
resembles.
Appendix II contains
our detailed
response
to the comments of BLS on this proposal.
The nominal outlays
approach might be preferable
to rental
equivalence
for reasons we have suggested earlier
in this chapter.
Regardless of this disagreement
over the relative
merits
of specific
proposals,
we believe that the important
issue is
that BLS promptly
reach a decision
and change the homeownership
component of the CPI to measure changes in the cost of consuming* owner-occupied
housing services.
Given the interest
BLS
had in modifying
the homeownership component before the latest
CPI revision,
its research efforts
since then on putting
other
approaches into effect,
and its acknowledged continued
support
for using a flow-of-services
measure, we urge that BLS move in
this direction.
It believes
that
OFSPS agrees with many of our conclusions.
the report
contains
a useful discussion
of the perceived
problems
of the current
CPI homeownership component and is a useful conOFSPS
tribution
to a continuing
discussion
of various measures.
recognizes
widespread agreement about the merits of the flow-ofservices
concept but does not take a position
on our specific
recommendations
because it believes
that methods should be more
clearly
defined and the measures should be tested empirically.
OFSPS also believes
that an effort
should be made to identify specific
indexes needed for policy
actions
for which the CPI
is not appropriate,
primarily
policies
related
to indexing Government payments and taxes.
Although OFSPS acknowledges that
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this approach is probably more costly
and time consuming than
simply changing the homeownership component of the CPI, it believe@ that thzeh@3will be a greate8r payoff
in the!
long
run
from defining
what kind of index is needed for each use.
We
agree'with
OPSPS that,
in the long run, it may be worth while
to develop a set of appropriate
indexes rather
than to continue
using a single index for different
programs and populations.
In this report,
we recommend that an index developed to
measure the effmt
of price level changes on the beneficiaries
of specific
Federal programs should take precedence over an overall CPI in adjusting
payment levels in response to price level
changes.
However E we believe that adopting a flow-of-services
approach to measuring homeowners' housing costs in the CPI will
yield an index more appropriate
than the current
CPI for adjusting payments to price level changes.
We believe that BLS should
make this change while further
research into the development of
a set of indexes continues.
Appendix IV contains a detailed
response to the comments of OFSPS.

.
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Mr. Gregory
J. Ahart
Director
Buman Resource5
Divislion
U.S. General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20,548
Deirr

Mr.

Ahart:

This is in reply
to your letter
to the Secretary
of Labor
requesting
comments on the draft
GAO report
entitled,
V4easurement
of Bomeomership
Costs in the Consumer Price
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
Index Should be Changed."
response
is enclosed.
The Bureau
report.
Sincerely

appreciates

the

opportunity

yours,

u

JANET L. NORWOOD
Commissioner
Enclosure
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arrangement to provide it with cash to cope with higher prices,
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housing index u~uld suddenly spurt upward. Averaging the indexes for
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operationally

feasible,

on

complete

flow-of-services

then a modified

effect.
measure

somewhat
However,
is

not

user cost approach could

represent an improvement over the current treatment of shelter costs
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GAO'S RE'SPONSE
TO COIMMISSIONERNORWOOD

According to its comments, BLS, like GAO, favors measuring
We believe,
howhomeowners' shelter
costs by flow of services.
ever, that by concentrating
its comments on the details
of one of
the two approacrhes to measuring the costs of consuming housing
services
that we believe has merit,
BLS pays insufficient
attention to our overall
recommendation that BLS amend its indexes of
consumer prices.
There appears to be general agreement between BLS and GAO
about the concern we raised in chapter 3 about the continued
use
Regardless of any disagreement
over the relaof the present CPI.
we believe
that the important
tive merits of specific
proposals,
issue is that BLS promptly
reach a decision
and change the homeownership component of the CPI to measure changes in the cost of
consuming mner-occupied
housing services.
Given the interest
BLS had in modifying
the homeownership components before the
latest
@PI revis'ion,
its research efforts
since then on putting
and its acknowledged continued
other appro'aches into effect,
support for using a flow-of-services
measure, we urge that BLS
move in this direction.
In developing
alternative
approaches to measuring the costs
we
have specified
fairly
detailed
of cons'uming housing services,
versions
of both rental
equivalence
and nominal outlays measures.
In its comments, BLS raises several concerns about our proposed
measure of nominal outlays.
We believe
that this measure has
Moreover,
more merit and fewer weaknesses than BLS recognizes.
both
our
rental
equivalence
we believe
that,
in several ways,
and nominal outlays
measures represent
improvements over the
experimental
measures that they most closely
resemble, X-l and
X-5, and that BLS should seriously
consider our analysis
in
deciding how to implement the flow-of-services
concept.
Among the concerns BLS raises about
of nominal outlays
are the following:

our proposed

measure

measure.
1. This measure is not a flow-of-services
2. Our proposal
is entirely
new and outside the scope
of previous
research.
3.
It is inconsistent
to argue both that our proposed
measure is a flow-of-services
measure and that it may behave
differently
from other flow-of-services
measures.
4. A valid nominal outlays
approach should hold constant
the percentage
of house value that is financed by debt.
5. During a period of declining
interest
rates,
our nominal outlays measure might be increasing.
6. There is no basis for concluding
that our nominal
outlays measure might be more appropriate
for adjusting
wages
and Federal payments in response to price level changes.
We will

briefly

discuss

each of these
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1. Although we readily
acknowledge that our nominal outis not a measure of full
econlays measure, or anyone else's,
it is a flow of services
measure because it measures
omic costs,
costs homeowners incur periodically
in consuming owner-occupied
housing services.
The critical
distinction
in categorizing
measures of homeownership costs is between measures of costs
homeowners incur in consuming services--no
matter how those
costs are defined-- and measures of costs homeowners incur in
purchasing
and financing
a house.
2. For many years, some economists have argued that the
CPI- homeownership component should measure changes in nominal
outlays
on the grounds that changes in short run out-of-pocket
expenses are more important
to households than long run gains
that may not be readily
realizable
in making their
housing deccisions
(see pp. 35-36).
Two of the five experimental
CPI's
BLS currently
publishes
measure changes in homeownership costs
We believe
that our nominal
as changes in nominal outlays.
outlays
measure is a step forward in the development of appropriate
measures of changes in out-of-pocket
expenses.
3. We see no reason that all flow-of-services
measures
This view is
will
be roughly similar
in all circumstances.
An exsupported by the experimental
measures BLS publishes.
amination
of the rates of change in homeownership costs measured by the experimental
measures shows tremendous variations
among the measures, in part because the current
rate of change
of mortgage interest
rates affects
some measures more directly
than others.
4. Although we recognize that changes by homeowners in
their
debt/equity
ratio
can change our measure of their
housing
cost without
any corresponding
change in economic cost, we
believe
that an outlays measure should measure actual outlays.
If the debt/equity
ratio
is kept constant
at the base period
level,
homeowners' measured nominal outlays
would rise,
implying an increase in the price of housing services,
whenever house
This price increase would occur even though homevalues rise.
owners' actual out-of-pocket
expenses and their
ability
to consume other goods and services
during the pricing
period would
be unchanged.
5. We believe
that the appropriately
weighted average of
all mortgage interest
rates homeowners pay may rise during a
time in which the current
mortgage interest
rate is falling.
This result
will
occur as long as the current
period interest
rate falls
from its value in the previous
period but remains
This result,
above the average rate on all existing
mortgages.
which would also occur with experimental
measures X-3 and X-5,
does not appear to us to be troublesome
because it is simply a
In this
reflection
of the experience
of homeowners on average.
situation,
even though current
home purchasers
are able to obtain financing
more cheaply than home purchasers
in the previous
period,
the average interest
paid by all homeowners--current
consumers of owner-occuped housing services--has
risen.
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6. The nominal outlays approach might be more appropriate
than rental
equivalence
for escalation
b'ecause changes in out-ofpocket housing ~~~~~1 es more directly
affect
homeowners' abilities
to maintain t lerilr consSumption levels of other goo'ds and services
Although we
than do than
8 in, tehcafrental
SLncomethey forgo.
believe that rental~~equivalence
is' the be& measure of economic
cost, we remain concerned about the implication
of rental
equivalence for escalation.
Increases
in meas'ured housing costs that
result
from increases
in forgone rent do not require households
either
to reduce their
expenditures
on other goods and services
while spending the same amount of maney per month or to increase
their monthly expenses to continue consuming other goods and
services
at the same level.
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assothe mmmy has x&s divergent price index -ts
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been especially
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produced by the Federal gmerment
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GAO‘S RESPONSE
TO DIRECTOR DUNCAN

OFSPS believes
that GAO's report
contains
a useful discusion of the perceltved problems of the current
CPI homeownership
component and is a us'eful contribution
to a continuing
discussion
OFSPS does not take a position
on our speof vari.ous measures.
cific
recommendatfons~ because it believes
that we have not fully
specified
our methodology.
A specific
concern of OFSPS is our suggestion
that mortgage
interest
and property
tax payments be considered
net of any income tax savings they prod;uce in computing both nominal outlays
and a user cost index.
OFSPS says that although we clearly
propose to consider these tax savings in computing base period expenditure
weights,
we leave unclear whether we propose considering them in measuring relative
prices.
Price relatives
compare the current
cost--either
user cost
--of consuming the base period level of
or out-of-pocket
expenses
We inhousing services
with that cost in the previous
period.
tend that each period"s
cost, not just the base period's,
would
be computed net of any income tax savings so that consistent
definitions
of cost would be used in computing price relatives.
We agree with OFSPS that there may be little
difference
in measuring changes in homeownership cost whether mortgage interest
and property
tax payments are defined net of income tax savings
or not.
However, the substantial
difference
in the base period
expenditure
weight that homeownership costs would receive depending on the treatment
of income tax savings may significantly
influence
changes in the overall
price
level,
if the rate of
change of homeownership costs differs
from the average rate of
change of the prices of other items in the CPI market basket.
OFSPS believes
that the method currently
used in the CPI to
make quality
adjustments
to home purchase prices over time may
not be transferable
to the nominal outlays
measure we have sugOFSPS is concerned that our measure may not maintain
gested.
the fixed weight nature of the CPI.
As a result
of these comments, we have clarified
our description
of the calculation
of
price relatives
for both user cost indexes and our nominal outlays measure.
Briefly,
we propose to divide housing services
into cells according
to quality
in each pricing
period,
to calculate rates of change of the cost of consuming housing services of each quality
level,
and to weight each cell price relative by a weight determined
from the base period distribution
to
calculate
the overall
price relative.
In this way, the price
relative
measures the change in the cost of consuming the base
period level of housing services,
which maintains
the fixed
weiglit nature of the CPI.
OFSPS believes
that an effort
should be made to identify
specific
indexes needed for policy
actions
for which the CPI is
not appropriate
and that the long run payoff
from such an effort
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would exceed the benefits
of simply changing the homeownership
We agree with OFSPS that,
in the long run,
component of the CPI.
it may be worth while to develop a set of appropriate
indexes
rather than to continue using a single index for different
prothat improvements in
grams and populations.
However, we believe
the CPI, such as the changes we have recommended in the homeownthis effort
is
ership component, should not be delayed until
completed.
BLS should adopt a flow-of-services
approach for
measuring homeownership costs while research into the development of a set of indexes continues.
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CPI INDFX CALCULATION
In chapter

2, the CPI calculation

formula

is

represented

as:
C[(base
index

=

period expenditure
weight
E(baate period expenditure

where G is the summation 0ver

all

This is based on the simple
mula for computing the CPI:

x price
weight)

relative);]

items.
algebraic

Laspeyres-type

for-

C(P0q0) (Pi/PO)
Ii

=

x 100

c(p,qo)

where
Ii.
P0
pi
%
poqo

c
the

= index

value

= price

in period

o of an item

= price

in period

i of an item,

= the quantity

in period

of an item

the expenditure
=
= summation over

The cost weight for
formula above is:

i,

period

in the market

in period

in the base period
all

basket,

o,
on an item,

and

items.
i for

an item

in the numerator

of

This represents
the expenditure
necessary in the current
period i
to obtain the fixed level base period quantity
(qo) of an item.
Thus the index is a ratio
of current
to base period cost weights.
The cost weights in successive
periods
by "updating"
the previous
cost weight with
For example, in period i + 1:

are obtained merely
the new price relative.
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